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Introduction
Work process presents by itself the fundamental background for vocational integration of
socially disadvantaged youth. Work process oriented training enables effective vocational
integration by providing holistic competences and creating favourable conditions for
comprehensive and open vocational guidance process. Therefore the goal of this document is
to provide methodical guidelines on how to apply work process for the vocational integration
of socially disadvantaged youth. This goal is achieved by designing the manual for the expert
workers workshops to describe occupational profiles according to activity fields, developing
the framework of criteria for selecting of learning stations suitable for vocational integration
of socially disadvantaged youth and proposing learning station analysis procedure for
arrangement of training at learning places according to work process needs. These methodical
instruments are tested by analysing work processes in the fields of floristry, welding, aircraft
mechanics and printing and preparing descriptors of these work processes, which will serve as
a basis for the design of propaedeutic training curricula.
This report consists of 4 main parts:
1. Manual of the expert workers workshops providing methodical guidelines for
organisation and execution of the research of work processes in order to describe
occupational profiles.
2. Framework of criteria for selecting of learning stations suitable for vocational
integration of socially disadvantaged youth.
3. Procedure of learning station analysis designed to help to arrange the training
in the learning stations according to the requirements of work processes.
4. Examples of the descriptors of work processes and learning stations in the
selected fields (floristry, welding, aircraft mechanics, printing).
This document is designed for the experts and specialists involved in designing of
propaedeutic vocational education and training measures and instruments for vocational
integration of socially disadvantaged youth.
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1. Expert-Workers-Workshops Manual
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The method of 'Expert Workers Workshops'
Basic requirements
1 or better 2 facilitators
6 to 10 participants
Room with data projector and metaplan
3-4 hours
The objective of the 'expert workers workshops' is to describe occupational profiles on the
basis of activity fields. The method of those workshops is based, but developed further, on
'Designing a Curriculum' (DACUM), a concept that was developed in the US and Canada
during the 1980s and 1990s. This concept is basically a tool to assess what people do at their
workplace in form of particular 'units' that represent activity–related professional tasks
(activity fields). The DACUM concept is based upon three fundamental assumptions:
— A worker who is an expert in his or her field can describe his or her work or metier better
than any external observer.
— An occupation can accurately be described by defining the particular work–related actions
the expert worker is performing.
— All kinds of work–related actions require a certain level of knowledge, skills, competencies
and attitude in order to be performed correctly.
Core work–related or professional tasks (in the following referred to as ‘activity fields’)
describe a particular job to be performed in terms of the expected results. Those tasks are
always specific to the particular work setting. The structure and organisation of work along a
limited number of core activity fields is crucial in order to understand the purposeful and
sense–giving dimension of work.
Core activity fields can be divided into sub–tasks which again can be divided into basic work
actions. In the context of occupationally structured labour the analysis of sub–task is only
relevant when activity fields need to be described in more detail. For the individual worker
the purpose of a particular sub–task is always connected to and forms part of the overall,
broader activity field. Sub–tasks (as well as basic work actions) in themselves cannot
necessarily be regarded as being purposeful.
For example, if sub–tasks are being delegated to workers who do not form part of the working
team, the workers will eventually get disconnected from the overall work context and will
lose a sense of work coherence. Descriptions of sub–tasks and basic work actions are not
useful for describing broader activity fields. Or, more explicitly, core activity fields should
not be described by listing the subordinated sub–tasks or basic work actions they entail.
Objectives of the 'Expert Workers Workshops
'
The 'expert workers workshops' have the following two main objectives:
 To describe modern skilled labour in terms of core activity fields that can be classified
according to occupational fields or a specific metier;
6
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 And, of special relevance within the APPRENTSOD-project, to differentiate between
different tasks according to the level of skills and training demands they involve.
The respective area of skilled labour determines the objectives and content of the training it
requires. If a metier can be described according to core activity fields, then the guiding
principles of the vocational education and training it involves are automatically defined. This
implies that workers are able to independently perform the described activity field.
The investigation of skilled labour and its description along activity fields need to fulfil the
following criteria:
 The activity fields need to represent the broader, higher–level work process.
 It must be possible to relate the activity fields to a specific occupational profile or metier.
 An activity field needs to describe a complete work process that involves and connects
planning, implementation and evaluation phases.
 Activity fields also make reference to the contents and methods of the respective area of
skilled labour.
 When work within an activity field is being performed, its purpose, function and meaning
need to be recognizable in terms of the broader, higher–level work context.
What is expected of the facilitators?
The facilitators need to assume a neutral role that ensures their commitment towards the
agreed aims. They are challenged to establish a trustworthy relationship so that participants
are sure that the statements they make during the workshop will not be used for some kind of
evaluation purposes. The anonymity of participants is crucial for how the workshop develops.
There are some advantages of using external facilitators. External facilitators have a greater
distance towards the company where the participants work. In addition, a competitive
relationship between the facilitator and the participants is unlikely to evolve.
In order to lead the discussion with skilled workers about the activity fields they perform it is
indispensable that the facilitator has some basic technical knowledge of the respective
occupational field. Ideally, the facilitator has been trained in the field and has worked as a
skilled worker in various related areas. Alternatively, the facilitator may have acquired some
experience as a trainer or instructor in the respective occupational field. Having some basic
technical knowledge also extends to the capability of giving an opinion about trends and
possible future developments of the occupation. This means that the facilitator also needs to
be familiar with some theoretical background material or should have participated in events
that give the opportunity to discuss those issues.
Apart from the technical knowledge the facilitator needs to have well developed
communication skills and some practical experience of how to organize and implement
seminars and workshops. Since the 'expert workers workshops' are developed on the basis of a
moderation method, it is important that the facilitator is familiar with and knows how to apply
this method.
 The facilitator is not leading the workshop or sessions. His or her role is to provide a
framework that supports the participant's active engagement.
 The participants are responsible for the results of the workshop. The facilitator is required
to take on a neutral position.
 The objectives and the method of the workshop need to be made transparent to the
participants. This is important in order to underline the participant's independence,
responsibility and self–reliance.
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 Switching between different modes of working such as individual and group work ensures
that all participants engage in contributing towards the results.
 Visual aids such as clip boards support a more structured and systematic way of working,
particularly in the context of group discussions.
 The principle of consensus is geared towards giving each participant the opportunity to
contribute his or her skills and knowledge towards achieving common results.
In a broader sense the moderation method also extends to directing group dynamics,
visualizing and presenting results as well as generating a positive atmosphere for exchange
and discussion.
It will probably be the exception rather than the rule that each of the two facilitators combines
the required technical knowledge and the methodological know–how. A division of role and
tasks therefore seems to be a good approach. In that case one facilitator may take up the role
of a technical expert, whereas the second facilitator assumes responsibility for organising and
implementing the workshop. While the first facilitator may structure the content of the
discussions that require a certain level of technical expertise, the second facilitator can direct
the overall development of the workshop and ensure that the principles of moderation are
followed. For the latter task a certain distance to the investigated metier may even be an
advantage as such a distance makes it less likely that the facilitator will influence the direction
the workshop may take by bringing in or even imposing his or her own opinion.
It is important that both facilitators famliarise themselves with the participants’ work
environment and work places. Acquiring an overview of the work processes of the
manufacturing plant(s) and the production processes before conducting the workshops is a
part of the facilitators’ responsibilities. We therefore recommend that the facilitators visit the
plant(s) and exchange expert opinions about work processes with supervisors or expert
workers, who will not be involved in the workshops in order to get an understanding of the
working and learning environment the workshop participants’ vocational competence
development is embedded in and they will refer to during the expert workers workshops.
How to select and invite participants
As the facilitators rely upon the companies’ cooperation in selecting the workshop
participants, it is very important to establish good contacts with the company divisions / the
companies. A good cooperation will significantly support the smooth implementation of the
workshops and the quality of the workshop results. As the companies will typically suggest
potential workshop candidates and make a pre–selection, two aspects are very important: first,
to identify and establish good collaboration with those supervisors, team leaders, ‘Meisters’ or
managers, who can best judge upon the skills and quality of work of their staff; second, it is
important to have a contact person in the companies who feels responsible for the workshops
and can help with coordinating, for example, the plant visit, the contacts and exchange with
team leaders and supervisors, the selection of participants and the implementation of the
workshops. A good company contact will also be helpful for a further follow–up to clarify
questions and doubts regarding the lists of typical tasks. It is also possible to send a summary
report to the respective contact person for further evaluation and discussion.
The selection of participants should follow the criteria of representing the respective area of
skilled labour. The expert workers who are invited to participate in 'expert workers
workshops' must actually work in the core activity fields of the occupational field of
investigation. That the participant has also been trained in the respective occupational field is
not required, but in most cases this would prove to be an advantage. However, somebody who
has only acquired some general knowledge of the metier by means of initial training, for
8
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example, without having relevant practical work experience would not be a suitable
candidate. In addition, direct supervisors should not be invited as this would generate some
kind of dependency relationship between participants.
In addition to the above described criteria the following principles should be taken into
account when identifying suitable expert workers:
 The expert worker must have acquired significant work experience in the respective
occupational field.
 He or she has regularly followed some kind of formal or informal continuing vocational
training in order to enhance work–related skills and competencies.
 The current work profile involves technologically advanced work processes.
 His or her activity fields are complex and driven by innovation.
 The expert worker has some degree of autonomy in performing the work he or she is doing
and can bring in his or her own ideas.
Participants also need to be open to share their work–related knowledge, for example about
machines, tools, methods, work organisation and training. They must also be able to reflect
upon their technical knowledge and have some communication skills in order to be able to
describe and explain work processes and tasks. Of course, their participation in the workshops
is always voluntary.
The above list of selection criteria for potential participants does not imply that each
participant must fulfil all the criteria. The decision as to whether someone may be a suitable
candidate is ultimately left to the facilitators. Even a participant who does not meet all of the
expected criteria may still be considered an expert worker who can significantly contribute
towards the success of the workshop.
A good selection of participants will significantly contribute towards the success of the 'expert
workers workshops'. The technical knowledge and work experience of the invited participants
will determine how well and to what level of detail the occupational field can be assessed
during the workshop. It is important to keep in mind that the statements participants make
about their technical knowledge and work experience are rooted in their personal occupational
history. Participants who cannot be considered 'experts' in the metier of investigation also
cannot contribute productively towards the results of the workshop. In the worst case, they
may even mislead or distort the results. A tool mechanic, for example, will not be able to
make detailed statements about the activity fields of an industrial mechanic who works in the
maintenance unit of a big production plant.
It is difficult to give a definite recommendation concerning the minimum number of
participants a workshop should have. Each company size requires a different number in order
to be representative. For large companies, for example, 10 participants may be appropriate,
whereas for SMEs it can be less.
How to implement 'Expert Workers Workshops'
Welcome and introduction
After the participants have gathered, they attend an informal reception during which they take
a seat and get to know each other. When the group of participants is complete, the facilitators
welcome the participants and introduce themselves. This is followed by a short introduction:
the facilitators explain the background and concept of the workshop, the associated objectives
and how participants were selected. For this introduction the following points should be
considered:
9
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 Objectives of the 'expert workers workshop': Analysing and formulating core activity fields
of the metier and assigning them to different skill levels.
 Basic assumption of the 'expert workers workshop': Every occupational field can be
described by identifying a limited number of core activity fields. No one is better equipped
to describe an occupational field accurately and completely than the skilled worker who
works in the respective metier at the operational level.
 Justification for the selection of participants: As expert workers, the participants represent
the metier and its typical tasks and have a well–founded knowledge of the vocational
practice.
After the introduction, the facilitators present an overview of the sessions and structure of the
workshop using overhead slides. It is important to set a time for going on break and for the
ending of the workshop. The purpose of the tape recording for the evaluation of the workshop
is to be explained. Participants need to agree that the discussions are being taped. It is the
responsibility of the facilitators to ensure the anonymity of the results. During the workshop
the facilitators should indicate when the taping is about to be started or stopped.
At the end of the welcoming and introductory session, the facilitators and participants briefly
present themselves from their seats. Each individual presentation should include the name, the
current operational area and how their current tasks relate to the overall production process,
training and a very brief outline of the career history. This round of introduction of all
participants should be kept to a total of about thirty minutes, i.e. the facilitator should allow
each person two to three minutes for presenting. At this point, each participant should make a
name–tag so that participants can address each other by name during the workshop. If the
facilitators know all the names of the participants in advance, name–tags can be prepared
beforehand and be handed out during the time the participants are introducing themselves.
Personal occupational history
While the purpose of participants presenting themselves is to get to know each other, the
assessment of the occupational history of each participant provides the basic material for the
further development of the 'expert workers workshop'. Therefore, the facilitators need to pay
close attention to the precise formulation of the tasks and the accurate description of the terms
used, which are to be illustrated with suitable examples.
In particular, the following two operational definitions must be well explained to the
participants: 'core activity fields' and 'stages of professional development'.

Definition: Activity fields
Core activity fields describe the respective skilled labour on the basis of purposeful and
sense–giving work contexts. Activity fields cover a complete job and are typical for a
particular metier.
Definition: Stages of professional development
Stages of professional development refer to concrete workstations, operational areas and other
work areas or roles that have formed the expert worker during his or her career history.

In the course of the workshop, the activity fields will gradually be extracted from the work–
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specific context and generalised. When participants outline and describe their personal
occupational history, the activity fields they identify are strongly linked to their personal
experience and the respective operational area at their workplace.
A work profile can change not only in terms of location, but also in terms of content, for
example, through the extension of the range of tasks it involves. Such kind of modification of
content at a particular stage of professional development is described hereby with the example
of a skilled worker's operational area in a maintenance workshop. One activity field, for
example, consisted of maintaining and repairing automatic welders. This operational area
could change when assuming additional management responsibilities by means of qualifying
as 'Meister' for maintenance and being given the additional duty of 'optimising the production
process'.
The workshop–specific terminology should be explained and clarified in detail using
examples from the metiers of investigation or the assigned broader occupational field.

Example A: Stages of professional development of a skilled metal worker
Stage 3: Maintenance workshop in mass production
Task 1:
Task 2:
Task 3:
Task 4:

Performing maintenance duties for the production plant
Repairing technical systems
Making helpful devices
Optimising production processes

The next work step consists of developing a personal occupational history for each participant
(cf. Fig. 1). This work step can only be introduced after the facilitators and all the participants
have developed a common understanding of the fundamental terminology used in the
workshop. The facilitators have to stress how important the stages of professional
development and the assigned activity fields are for the successful development of the
workshop.
The session on developing the participant’s personal occupational history starts with
identifying the most important stages of the professional development of each participant
starting from the initial vocational training up to the level of becoming an expert worker. To
avoid too fine a sub–division, each participant is advised not to exceed the limit of five stages.
Participants who wish to consider more than five stages are asked to combine stages or select
the five most important stages to be presented. The expert workers should also name three to
four activity fields which they performed during the stages they identified as being most
decisive for their career.

Work step 1: Personal occupational history
 Please, name the most important stages (maximum 5) of your professional development
up to the point of becoming an ‘expert worker’.
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 Please, give three to four typical examples of tasks from your vocational practice that you
have performed.
 Please, write down the stages and the examples of tasks on the prepared overhead for the
presentation of the results.
 We would like you to present your occupational history in plenum in 15–20 minutes.

Fig. 1:

Work step 1: Personal occupational history

Developing the personal occupational history should be completed by each participant
individually within 15–20 minutes. To support this work step, a pre–structured worksheet is
prepared on which the stages of professional development and the assigned tasks should be
written down (cf. Fig. 2). The facilitators answer questions and make sure the time limit is
kept.
Stage 1:
Task 1:
Task 2:
Task 3:
Task 4:
Stage 2:
Task 1:
..
Stage 3:
Task 1:
..
Fig. 2:

Worksheet: Personal occupational history

After the participants have outlined their personal occupational history, they are asked to
mark the stages, representing activity fields that have particularly challenged them with
regards to their current work and that have significantly added to their skills and competence
development. Alternatively, these tasks can also be outlined when making the presentation:
participants mark the particularly challenging and qualifying activity fields when directly
asked by the facilitators during making the presentation.

Work step 2: Identifying challenging and qualifying tasks in the context of developing
the personal occupational history
 Guiding Question: Which of the activity fields you mentioned presented a particular
challenge and had a qualifying aspect in terms of your current work practice? Please, mark
12
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these activity fields on the overhead.

Fig. 3:

Work step 2: Identifying challenging and qualifying tasks in the context of the
personal occupational history

This part of the presentation should not exceed five minutes per participant. Then, the
facilitators and other participants may ask questions, particularly if the stages or tasks are not
clear or are too general in the way they are described. In order to get concise responses the
following list illustrates possible questions that allow for differentiating between challenging
tasks and tasks with insufficient preparation.

Tool: Possible questions supporting the presentation of participant’s personal
occupational history
 Challenges: What was challenging about the activity fields you mentioned? Were they
beyond your ability or were you simply not properly prepared to perform them?
 Difficult Tasks: What was difficult about the task? When did you realise that it was
difficult? How did you overcome the difficulty? How would you deal with such a difficult
task today?
 Not well enough prepared: How did it happen that you were given a task you had not yet
been properly prepared for? How did you deal with the problem? How would you handle a
task you have not been properly prepared for today?

Compiling core activity fields
In order to describe a metier on the basis of the concrete skilled work an expert worker should
be able to perform the definitive activity fields that typically shape the occupational profile
need to be compiled. Based on the challenging activity fields that the participants have
described and explained in the context of developing their personal occupational history, the
core activity fields of a metier will now be identified and described. This work step is
explained in detail below.

Tool: Identifying core activity fields
 The participants compile different kinds of activity fields, which include those of their
current work and those that were identified as being decisive for becoming an expert
worker.
 Activity fields that were identified as being decisive to develop into an expert must still be
relevant today. However, it is not important whether the expert workers themselves or
other skilled workers perform those tasks.
13
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Working method: In order to compile a list of activity fields, three to four participants work
together in small groups. Each group is assigned a letter for identification (A, B, C, D…).
After the groups have been formed, the facilitators give instructions for how to compile a list
of core activity fields. The example below illustrates an activity field that is shortly described
including a title.

Example A: Activity field in the occupational field of metal work
Mechanical manufacturing of components and modular parts:
 The activity field covers the manufacturing of single components and modules necessary
for the production, operation or repair of technical systems. The work pieces have to be
manufactured applying different manual and machine manufacturing methods and are
assembled into modules. The standards of the single components or the module in terms of
functionality, quality (surface quality, deviations, shape and position tolerances) and the
costs involved have to be considered and accounted for.

Each group is given spreadsheets, metaplan cards and pens. For this work step the facilitators
should respect the following guidelines:
 Each activity field should be given a title in the form of a full sentence, as well as a
sequential number combined with the identifying letter of the group, e.g. A1, A2 ….
 In order to give the participants an idea about the required level of abstraction when
describing activity fields, ten to twenty such tasks should be sufficient to describe a
metier or occupational profile.
 The activity fields should be described in such a way that they convey an accurate picture
of the participant’s vocational practice.
 An exhaustive description of an activity field includes an explanation of the tools and
methods it involves and the demands specific to the type of skilled work it requires.
 The titles and descriptions of the activity fields are written down on the prepared
spreadsheets which are copied and distributed to all participants.
 Additionally, the title of the activity field and the corresponding numbering should be
written on the metaplan cards for making a presentation on the pinboard.
 The whole exercise should not exceed 60 minutes. In order to keep to the timeframe, it is
recommended that the initial description of the activity fields should only be sketched out
or limited to keywords.
In addition to the above–mentioned guidelines for compiling activity fields, the facilitators
should suggest working through the following three steps:
1. First, all activity fields that have been performed by all group members are compiled,
discussed and entered into the prepared spreadsheets. The tasks that participants already
mentioned during their presentation are also included.
2. Second, the activity fields that only a few members of the group performed are identified.
These tasks are briefly presented by the group members concerned and the working team
discusses and decides which of those activity fields should be included in the list.
3. Lastly, each group checks whether there exist any other activity fields that are typical for
the occupational field or that are likely to shape the work of the metier in the near future,
14
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but that have not (yet) been performed by any of the group members. These tasks should
also be added to the list and described on the spreadsheet.
Work Step 3: Compiling activity fields
 Please, form groups of 3 to 4 to compile and describe activity fields. Please, proceed as
follows: Identify…
a)
Activity fields that all group members have performed in the course of their
personal occupational history;
b)
Activity fields that only some of the group members are performing, but that
are decisive for the occupational field;
c)
Activity fields that none of the group members is or has been performing, but
that you consider typical for the metier or that will shape the occupational field in the
near future.
 Please, write the title of each activity field on a metaplan card in a numbered order, e.g.
Group A: A1, A2, A3, etc.
 Please, present the activity fields you listed in a plenary session in about 60 minutes.

Fig. 4:

Work step 3: Compiling activity fields

While the groups are working, the facilitators make sure that participants have understood the
work step and the instructions given and answer any question that may arise. They should try
to follow the discussions in the individual groups and take notes of arising problems or
particularly interesting contributions. They should also enforce the timeframe. If some groups
encounter difficulties in meeting the set timeframe, they should still focus on creating a
complete list of the activity fields, but should restrict themselves to describing them by using
keywords only. Before the presentation of the group results can be given in plenum, each
participant has to be given a hard copy of the list of activity fields produced by the other
working groups. Making and distributing the copies may be a good time to go for a break.
Presentation of activity fields
At this stage of the workshop the group results will be presented and discussed with the aim
of putting together a common list of activity fields that are characteristic or typical for the
metier of investigation. Characteristic or typical activity fields are tasks that can be generated
in a way that they can be considered independent of a particular operational area, work setting
or a specific person.
Working method: The titles or labels of the activity fields that the groups have identified are
presented in a plenary session using the prepared metaplan cards that the participants are
placing on the pinboard. In addition, hard copies of the completed descriptions of all group
results are made available to the participants so that everybody can understand in which
context the respective activity fields have been developed.

Work step 4: Presentation and classification of activity fields
 Group A presents and explains the first activity field as A1.
15
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 The other participants ask questions about the presented field.
 Similar activity fields identified by the other groups are classified as belonging to field
A1.
 Group B continues with presenting the second activity field as B1.
 This procedure continues until all activity fields identified during the group work have
been presented and discussed.
 The classifications of the activity fields are checked according to the context and, if
necessary, corrected.
 Groups of similar activity fields are listed under a common heading or title.

Fig. 5:

Work step 4: Presentation and classification of activity fields

The presentation of the group results aims at developing a common list of typical activity
fields. The presentation in plenum should be structured as follows:
a) Groups take turns presenting an activity field by pinning it to the board and explaining it.
Each card is marked with the letter of the group and a field number so that an unambiguous
title can be assigned to each activity field as described in detail on the paper copies that
were distributed to the participants. The presented explanations could be made along the
following categories: work pieces, tools, methods, organization and demands that are
characteristic for or typical of the activity fields. The facilitators ask questions when
appropriate and write down additional comments.
b) After the first activity field has been written on the board in its edited form, the other
groups are asked to add any of their fields that are of the same or of similar nature. After
this exercise, the assignments the groups made are discussed in plenum. At this point the
facilitators pose the following questions in order to initiate a discussion: ‘In what ways are
the activity fields similar?’ ‘Are they similar enough to be integrated into one field?’ ‘Does
one field encompass another so that it can be subsumed?’ If possible, similar activity fields
should be combined by consensus of all participants. The facilitators should note and
document minority arguments and opinions so that the decision of the plenum regarding
the evaluation of the workshop is justifiable and understandable.
c) The above described procedure of presenting, discussing and summarising the first activity
field is repeated until all fields have been discussed in the plenary session. To ensure that
all groups actively engage in the presentation, groups take turns presenting the activity
fields: group A presents its first field, then group B, then group C, etc.
Similar fields should be clustered and listed under the same heading or title. If the participants
cannot agree upon an appropriate heading, the facilitators can suggest a title or assist in
formulating a title. The headings are important as they relate to the core activity fields listed
under them. The titles will also be written on metacards and numbered continuously.
Integrating the group results into a common list of typical activity fields as well as the
agreement upon corresponding titles indicates an important interim result of the workshop.
That is why sufficient time should be allocated to presenting the activity fields in plenum.

16
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Analysis of activity fields
The workshop should be used to develop a first idea of those fields, which are suited best for
the integration of socially disadvantaged youth: The identified activity fields shall now be
analysed by the participants in terms of the training requirements they involve in the context
of skilled labour. The objective of this work step is to categorise the tasks according to four
(low, intermediate, high, very high) different skill levels.
Tool: Explanation of classification of activity fields according to different skill levels
 “You have completed the journey from beginner to expert in your specialisation. On the
way you have successfully overcome the difficulties and obstacles and you know what is
required to achieve this. In order to better prepare trainees who would like to follow your
example, we would like to ask you to classify the identified activity fields according to
different skill requirements they involve.”
We recommend that the facilitators prepare one pin boards for each skill level to classify the
different tasks. The first skill level could, for example, be explained as follows: ‘The activity
field can already be performed by a beginner. At the same time it provides an overview of the
occupational field.’ The facilitors should prepare those pin boards before the session starts. If
the participants wish to be informed about the objectives and background of the analysis of
the activity fields, the following explanation can be given.
The participants may have some very divergent opinions as concerns the skill levels of the
different fields they have identified. To convince the participants that it is possible to make
such a classification it may be useful to have a good example at hand. The examples should
illustrate that an apparently ‘easy task’ may actually require complex and advanced skills,
whereas a ‘difficult task’ may even be carried out by a beginner.
During this work step it is important to keep in mind that the level of difficulty of an activity
field is always assessed subjectively and depends on the level of competence of the particular
worker and how he or she perceives the degree of difficulty of the task. Once somebody has
acquired the skills to master a particular task, it is ‘easy’, while at a beginner stage all tasks
are ‘difficult’. In addition, the mastering of a task is always subject to certain contingencies
such as time pressure, individual competencies, requirements that are inherent of the task
itself, etc. Ultimately, the classification into skill levels is inherent of the skills of the
participants, not inherent of the tasks themselves.
Working method: For evaluating the questionnaire and classifying the activity fields
according to four different skill levels, we recommend proceeding as follows:
a) Group A suggests an assignment to a skill level for the first typical activity field and
justifies its classification. The other working groups, on the basis of their own results,
check whether or not they can agree to the suggested classification. Once an agreement is
reached, the activity field in question is put on the pinboard as a metaplan card.
b) If the first suggestion is not accepted, a counter suggestion has to be made. All alternative
suggestions then have to be discussed. If the discussion does not lead to a definite
classification, two versions of the activity field will be created and put on metaplan cards
to be assigned to the different skill levels in question. Both versions of the activity field
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should be reflected in the title to underline the differences between the two versions. One
of the reasons why an activity field may be assigned to different skill levels may be rooted
in the personal work experience of the participants. In this case it may be discovered later
on that there has been a difference in understanding the content of an activity field that
may have remained unnoticed during the course of the presentation.
c) After the first activity field has been assigned to a skill level, group B suggests a
classification for the next activity field, and so on. This procedure is followed until all the
activity fields have been assigned to a skill level.

Work step 6: Assigning activity fields to different skill levels
 Please assign the activity fields to different skill levels based on the analysis of the
statements in the questionnaire.
 Group A suggests a classification for the first task and the other working groups agree or
make a counter proposal.
 The alternative proposals are discussed. In case that no agreement can be reached, two
versions of the activity field are created and assigned to different skill levels.
 The double classification should also be reflected in selecting two different titles which
reflect how the two versions differ.
 Group B makes a proposal for the second task, etc.

Fig. 6

Work step 5: Assigning activity fields to different skill levels

The facilitators ask questions in order to be able to understand the decision making process. If
classifications to particular skill levels, in their opinion, are not appropriate, they initiate a
discussion of possible alternative classifications.
The final results are to be evaluated by the participants. Are the classifications made basically
correct, or are there still fundamental doubts? In order to initiate further discussions the
facilitators can also make alternative suggestions. If the distribution of the activity fields to
the different skill levels is uneven, the facilitators should ask the participants how tasks could
be changed so that they could, for instance, be performed by a beginner. The facilitators
document the classification of activity fields to different skill levels.
The description of a typical activity field should have a length of approximately one page and
include the exemplified categories of information and the respective skill level. Typically, an
occupational specialisation can and should be characterised by eight to sixteen typical activity
fields.
Ending the workshop
To conclude the workshop, the facilitators ask the participants to give feed–back regarding the
process and content of the ‘expert workers workshop’. They may address, for example, any
fundamental aspects relevant for the occupational field which have been overlooked. They
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should also try to get an evaluation of the results of the workshop from the participants. As
methodological variation to group discussions, feed–back can also be given by brainstorming
or by collecting keywords. This largely depends upon the style of moderation applied.
The facilitators should likewise summarise the results from their perspective and give an idea
about their personal evaluation. The most important thing here is the drafting of a detailed
description of the identified typical activity fields based on the results of the workshop.
The facilitators close the ‘expert workers workshop’ with a warm thank–you to the
participants.
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2. Suggested framework of criteria for selecting of
learning stations suitable for vocational
integration of socially disadvantaged youth
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Suggested framework of criteria for selecting of learning stations suitable for vocational
integration of socially disadvantaged youth (NEET’s, dropouts)
Analysis and selection of the learning stations suitable for vocational integration is based on the
following basic concepts:


Activity Field: Group of similar holistic work processes that cover a constituent
part of work typical for the concrete occupation aimed to produce or deliver partial or
intermediate work results by applying typical technological and organizational
approaches and techniques.
 Learning station: Exemplary work process for a chosen activity field.
 Task – elementary and integrated part of work process defined by the execution of
separate operations of actions.
The criteria for selecting of learning stations suitable for vocational integration of socially
disadvantaged youth are derived from the work process factors that are crucial for the skills
development and employability of the performers of work process. The factors encompass the
features of the contents of learning stations, such as complexity, requirements of responsibility,
required level of knowledge and skills. These factors also include features of target group
(disadvantaged learners, trainees) that define their possibilities to acquire competences, as well
as their motivation and attitudes to work and training, their social integration and preparedness to
participate in the networks of cooperation and teams. Referring to these factors there are derived
criteria for selecting of learning stations, that are the best suitable for designing of vocational
integration and propaedeutic measures by outlining concrete indicators of their suitability.
From the each of criteria there are outlined indicators that are used in defining suitability of
learning stations (see table below).
Work process factors that Criteria for selecting of
are
crucial
for
the learning stations suitable for
development of skills and vocational integration of
employability
of
the socially disadvantaged youth
performers
1. Features of the work process that are important for
employability of performers.
Complexity of work tasks and
 Elementary
work
objectives
tasks, enabling to have
initial “glimpse” into
the contents of work
are dominant in the
learning station.


Presence of simple
work tasks that require
application of general
and
elementary
vocational knowledge.

Indicators that are used in
defining
suitability
of
learning stations

the development of skills and
Elementary
work
tasks
constitute at least 75 percents
of all work tasks of learning
station.

Requirements of responsibility





Learning
stations
involve trainees in the
real production or
service
delivery
process,
explicitly
stating
their
responsibility for the
execution of simple
(elementary) auxiliary
tasks of the work
process.



Work tasks foresee
concrete
(although
auxiliary) contribution
of trainees to the
production process.



Execution of works
tasks
include
elementary operative
decision making at the
workplaces.

Learning
stations
require making simple
operative decisions at
workplaces by taking
into
consideration
consequences of these
decisions to the work
process.

2. Features of target group that define their possibilities to acquire competences:
Low level and lack of general
 Learning
stations Execution of work tasks
knowledge and basic cognitive
contain
elementary involves trainees in the
skills that largely limit the
of
different
work tasks that can be acquisition
possibilities of these persons
executed by applying knowledge through assistance
to
execute work
tasks
simple
general to skilled workers, observation
requiring
theoretical
and communication.
knowledge.
knowledge.
 Executing of auxiliary
work in the station
provides the possibility
to acquire and develop
general understanding
of the contents of work
process, as well as
enhances
general
cognitive development
(through observation
of the work of skilled
employees
and
communication with
them).
Absence of specific vocational
(technical) knowledge and
skills in the occupational
fields.



Learning
stations
require
only
introductory vocational
knowledge and skills



Max.
duration
of
introductory training
that is sufficient to
start working in the
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that
could
provide/acquired
the workplace.

Weak work ethics together
with poor or absent practical
work experience.

Low or no understanding of
labour
market
and
employment mechanisms

be
on



Executing
work
process tasks in the
stations
gradually
increases
the
vocational knowledge
and skills in the field
(including
tacit
knowledge).



Learning
stations
introduce
the
youngsters with the
basic norms of work or
professional ethics in
terms of behavior in
the workplaces.



Executing of tasks of
the station provides
possibilities
to
interiorize
ethical
norms of work by
practicing them.





learning station is 4
hours.


After working for 1-2
weeks in the learning
station trainee acquires
knowledge and skills
that enable him/her to
work on more complex
work tasks.



Executing of learning
station
tasks
and
operations
requires
applying general work
ethics norms. It may
also require applying
some
elementary
norms of professional
ethics (e.g. in dealing
with customers).



The situations that
require
applying
elementary work or
professional ethics are
not ambiguous.
Learning
stations Trainee is being introduced
contain the work tasks with the procedures and
or problems related to requirements of employment
and labour contract.
employment
requirements
and
procedures for the
concrete job position.
Execution of work
tasks provide wide and
clear picture on the
possibilities
and
requirements
of
employment in the
concrete job position.

Low motivation for the Learning stations provide the Working in the selected
employment and integration in possibility for the youngsters learning
station
involves
the labour market.
to acquire information about trainee in the communication
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the career possibilities in the with the skilled employees
given occupation directly from with the different levels of
the skilled employees.
qualifications and occupied
positions.
No or poor motivation to learn Learning in learning stations is Work organization applied in
and develop vocational and strongly contextualized in the the learning station permits to
general skills.
work process and concrete apply “sitting by Nelly”
workplaces and permits to see training
and
guidance
in clear and simple way the approaches.
practical
application
of
acquired knowledge and skills
in the workplaces.
Lack of trust on personal
capacity to perform and to
learn in order to be
competitive in the labour
market.

Poor or no experience of
participation and cooperation
in the organised social
professional groups.

Work execution situations
permit to test and prove
personal capacity of trainees
to work in the real work
process.



Executing of learning
stations tasks by the
trainee
can
be
supported and guided
by skilled employee(s).



Learning station tasks
include those, which
require
from
the
trainees
to
apply
independent decision
making
on
the
workplace level.



Work tasks in the work
are possible to execute
not only individually,
but also in the small
groups.



Learning
station
integrates
both
individually
and
collectively executed
tasks.



The
teamworking
volume and size of
groups increases with
higher complexity of
learning stations.



More complex tasks in
the learning station are
(can be) executed
collectively.

How to apply these criteria and indicators in selecting learning stations suitable for vocational
integration of socially disadvantaged youth? We suggest the following procedure:
1. Assessment of learning stations referring to the indicators related to complexity of work,
responsibility and application of knowledge and skills in the execution of the work tasks.
At this stage the learning stations are selected by applying the following form:
Title of learning station:
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Indicators for selecting

Assessment of the presence of indicators in the learning stations
Indicator is present Indicators is only Indicator is absent
partially present

Elementary
work
tasks
constitute at least 75 percents
of all work tasks of learning
station.
Work tasks foresee concrete
(although
auxiliary)
contribution of trainees to the
production process.
Execution of works tasks
include elementary operative
decision making at the
workplaces.
Execution of work tasks
involves trainees in the
acquisition
of
different
knowledge through assistance
to
skilled
workers,
observation
and
communication.
Max. duration of introductory
training that is sufficient to
start working in the learning
station is 4 hours.
After working for 1-2 weeks
in the learning station trainee
acquires knowledge and skills
that enable him/her to work
on more complex work tasks
Work organization applied in
the learning station permits to
apply “sitting by Nelly”
training
and
guidance
approaches.
Assessment of learning stations by using this form is executed by work process experts. There
can be applied interview or expert group method. Only those learning stations that fulfill all
indicators are preselected for the next stage.
2. Assessment of learning stations referring to the indicators related to development of work
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and professional ethics, communication at work, motivation and employment.
stage the learning stations are selected by applying the following form:
Title of learning station:
Indicators for selecting

At this

Assessment of the presence of indicators in the learning stations
Indicator is present Indicators is only Indicator is absent
partially present

Executing of learning station
tasks and operations requires
applying general work ethics
norms. It may also require
applying some elementary
norms of professional ethics
(e.g.
in
dealing
with
customers).
The situations that require
applying elementary work or
professional ethics are not
ambiguous and challenging.
Trainee is being introduced
with the procedures and
requirements of employment
and labour contract.
Working in the learning
station involves trainee in the
communication
with
the
skilled employees with the
different
levels
of
qualifications and occupied
positions.
Executing of learning station
tasks by the trainee can be
supported and guided by
skilled employee(-s).
Learning station tasks include
those, which require from the
trainees to apply independent
decision making on the
workplace level.
Learning station integrates
both
individually
and
collectively executed tasks.
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More complex tasks in the
learning station are (can be)
executed collectively.
Those learning stations that after selection at this stage have no or only very few absent
indicators are suitable for vocational integration of socially disadvantaged youth. If at this stage
of assessment some indicators of assessed learning station are absent the experts have to discuss
these stations and to decide to what extent the missing indicators of learning station are
important for vocational integration of socially disadvantaged youth and whether such learning
stations could be selected for step 3.
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3. Learning Station Analysis an instrument to connect Activity Fields and
propaedeutic training
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Introduction
This manual ‘Learning Station Analysis – an instrument to connect Activity Fields and
propaedeutic training’ is an adapted version of a collaborative product of the pilot projects
‘Move Pro Europe’ and ‘AERONET’ in the aeronautic sector implemented by Airbus. In
particular, the form of documentation of the analytical results was changed with respect to the
specific aims of the project ‘APPRENTSOD’. The methods proposed here should by applied to
exemplary work places, where the ‘activity fields’ (AF), proposed to be suited for the integration
of socially disadvantaged youth by the experts within the expert-workers-WS (cp. manual 1), are
performed.
The procedure ‘LSA’ (Learning Station Analysis) was developed to help arrange the training at
the learning places in an effective way in accordance with the business needs and operating
processes. Essentially, it helps users to figure out the work places that are important both in
terms of the significance of their operating processes and for the learning opportunities they
provide. This approach emphasizes the value of training taking place at work stations where
really relevant operations are being carried out: the relevance of training to prepare trainees for
the requirements of modern skilled work is multiplied if this training takes place where key
operational processes are being carried out.
As well as the LSA being used to examine the quality of individual work stations, the tool can
highlight the value of these being attended in a certain order. A simple example would be the
comparison of an operational work place in an workshop and an operational work place in the
final assembly line (FAL) that offers insight into and experience of a technology and a quality
procedure that are characteristic for a certain industry. However, in order to be able to ‘enter’
such a workplace, young people already have to possess understanding of certain production
procedures. Without such prior experience, for example if a trainee was to arrive quite early in
their training at that learning station and furthermore remain there for only fourteen days, one
could not teach them to handle fully the actual functioning at that work station. In such a case
good learning opportunities are missed as the flow through different learning stations has
consequences in terms of the organisation of training. Whereas the latter is probably not suited
for the integration of socially disadvantaged youth might the first one be of great value for
propaedeutic measures: The beginners probably produce a useful product for the first time in
their life. An additional important aspect of this method is that the skilled work is to be regarded
from an angle of a beginner: that is, elements that are self-evident for experienced colleagues but
might pose considerable, if not insuperable, problems for a trainee have to be pointed out. A
LSA can uncover the potential that learning at that work station can make to the achievement of
the overall entry training as well as contributing to the analysis of other work stations so as to
give information on the optimal sequencing of movement through the work stations which can be
represented on a flow chart. A LSA should also always examine not only the learning potential at
work stations already used in training, but also the potential of other work stations that have not
yet been used for training purposes.
In general an outcome of a LSA should not only focus upon the working process of the potential
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propaedeutic training in general, it should also encourage the development process of the
trainees.

1

Procedure - milestones

The name ‘Learning Station Analysis’ itself clarifies the aim of the analysis. ‘Learning stations’
are places where learning to perform work central to the occupation takes place. LSA analyses
workplaces, which cover activity fields (AF). These AFs (cp. manual 1) describe skilled work
tasks in terms of characteristic operations and work contexts that are needed in order to make
sense of learning and development in an occupation or in a propaedeutic measure preparing for
an apprenticeship. They are typical for the profession and together comprise a complete
specification of the learning required in order to become fully skilled. With this definition
vocational activity fields can be specified as follows:
No individual activities or performances are analyzed, for example drilling or swaging according
to reference documentation. Instead tasks, in the sense of complete actions, following a holistic
process structure, are analyzed. The aim is a general process structure of activity fields;
containing specifications of concrete tasks, including their planning and accomplishment as well
as the inspection and assessment of work outcomes. The LSA construct uses the following
criteria:
- it has to reflect the super-ordinate coherence of the vocational working process and refer
to a self-contained career profile;
-

it always describes a work context and a complete work action, which highlights the
context for planning, implementing and evaluating;

-

the formulation of the documentation also emphasizes the content and shape of the
skilled work;

-

it reflects the sense, function and meaning in the context of the super-ordinate operational
business processes;

-

special regard is given to the development potential that is provided by skilled work.

The analysis of the work places for trainees assigned to activity fields is divided into the
following three phases:
- preparation of the investigation,
-

accomplishment of the investigation,

-

evaluation and documentation of the investigation (for use of the results in constructing a
schedule for progression through the learning stations).
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2
2.1

Analysis of Learning Stations – the approach
Preparation of the analysis of a learning station

Although each work analysis corresponds to an identified activity field (AF-tables), the
following practical advice is recommended. It is necessary to distinguish an activity field from
sub-tasks. The project is to plan an internship of socially disadvantaged youth at a location in
accordance with a complete development and working process. This requires numerous
individual analyses, which should be matched in the technical and production areas, in order that
suitable development will be realised.
Select workstations
After an activity field, considered to be suited for propaedeutic measures, it is necessary to select
operational work places as (possible) learning stations in the enterprise and/or a department, at
which qualified specialists master requirements, which are representative for the activity field.
Operational representatives of the investigation team are responsible for the selection of the
workstations, since they have detailed insight into the business and working processes and can
assure the organizational conditions of the investigation.
Usually activity fields are not found in isolation from each other in practice. At many work
places, and thereby also at learning stations or work fields, several closely linked activity fields
are mastered together. For the analysis it is advisable to select work places with the ‘core
specification’ of an activity field. Although, in principle, only an individual activity field is tested
with the analysis, of course also the interfaces with other activity fields have to be observed. A
simultaneous investigation of several fields can cloud the view of the substantive processes
involved in different fields. When several AFs are involved in a work process due to the
organization of work, it might be necessary to perform several learning station analyses from
different angles, for example, in the case of function checks, disassembling and malfunction
analysis.
An influential factor not to be neglected in the selection of work places in departments and
operations is the participation of specialists in an analysis of their work. Here it is important to
make particularly clear that the analysis does not concern the preparation of rationalization
measures or personnel restructuring. The location of specialists with substantive professional
experience is crucial to devising vocational education and training programmes in practice. This
central request should be clarified with the production manager who has given agreement for the
planned analyses to take place.

Investigation team
The selection of the participants for the investigation also belongs to the preparation phase. For
reasons of an efficient, purposeful execution of a LSA it is recommended to choose a group of
two persons, containing an expert skilled worker and a researcher. The following four functions
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are to be performed in preparation for the group investigation:
-

Discussion schedule (interview);

-

Preparation of a record (references);

-

Preparation of photos and sketches;
Taking along / organization of working material (e.g. designs).

2.2

Manual for the Analysis

Both for the researchers as well as for those groups of people who are specially selected for an
analysis, it is important to look to the manual as to how the analysis leads through the
investigation before starting by focusing on the following questions:
-

In which business and working processes is the activity field integrated?

-

At which workplace is the task of the activity field executed?

-

Which items are treated at the concrete task?

-

Which tools, methods and organization forms are used?

-

Which skilled work requirements have to be fulfilled thereby?

-

Which interfaces to other activity fields exist?
Which experiences exist as regards the training on this workplace?

After completion of these basic questions the analysis categories are developed, which can then
be opened up in more detail by a leading question catalogue.
Analysis category: business process
The analysis of skilled work cannot refer to the workplace without considering the context.
Without consideration of the integration in business and working processes, skilled work in its
full complexity is not compiled appropriately. For this analysis category material and
information flow charts as well as schematic diagrams of the order flow are helpful
demonstrations, which facilitate the analysts’ work. These materials can often already be
examined by the investigation team in the preparatory phase of the analysis, before the ‘on-siteanalysis’ starts.
Analysis category: workplace
Besides the location (department, production area and section) it is of special interest, when
describing the chosen work place, to identify the type of working conditions to which the
specialists are exposed when managing their everyday work life. Site conditions such as lighting
conditions, noise exposure, ambient temperatures but also aspects of ergonomics at the
workplace (e.g. seating positions, work benches) are of note here.
Analysis category: components of skilled work
Describing the components of skilled work, the work context and the work process are
considered here. Thus, for example, the technical realization of a machine tool is based on the
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idea that for its use there should be only a few skill and knowledge prerequisites necessary for
the operation of the tool. According to this, the work process of the operator differs substantially
from that of the maintenance worker, although both work processes include the same machine
tool. The operator of the machine tool feeds parts to it, establishes the tool and accomplishes
simple maintenance tasks. The work is geared to the trouble-free functioning of the system, and
in general the operator does not know very much about the internal design and details of how the
tool functions. In contrast, the maintenance worker has to determine the cause for a defect of the
system and is therefore dependent on detailed knowledge of the correct function sequence, in
order to determine hints for possible causes of malfunctioning.
Especially in methods of skilled work diverse design potentials are possible. Even if, for
example, two maintenance workers can proceed completely differently during their search of a
fault they aim at the same goal: the identification of the defect. To detect the fault underpins the
methodical approach of skilled workers in performing such professional tasks. Differences
appear not exclusively in the concrete execution of their work but also in how it is planned,
whereby different strategies can be used.
Analysis category: tools and supplies for the skilled work
Concerning the description of the tools and supplies used in the skilled work, the context of the
work process is crucial. Beside the tools used, the workshop facilities that are used in the work
process at the work place are also of interest.
Analysis category: organization of the skilled work
The form of the organization of work is a key feature for the arrangement of skilled work that
cannot be neglected. Here aspects of the operational structure and sequence organisation are the
centre of attention (e.g. group organisation, division of labour, hierarchy levels, co-operation
with other occupational groups). Co-operation with other professional groups (e.g. in skilled
maintenance work; decentralized versus central maintenance) is an important aspect of the
investigation. Varying organizational forms lead to substantial differences for the occupational
responsibility, the task connection and co-operation and communication requirements allied to
the working process. Also work time models (e.g. shift work, work break times, part-time jobs)
may affect the nature of skilled work considerably.
Analysis category: demands on skilled work and its components
Here the varying demands towards the work process and the work components which are made
by different interest groups are identified. For example, the company sets specific quality
standards, which relate to search for competitiveness, that have to be respected when performing
skilled work. This may require, as an example, the adherence to time and cost targets. Legislative
requirements and how these are enacted in regulations, e.g. in the form of technical standards and
rules for the prevention of accidents, must be respected. The possibilities and the requirements of
arranging technology and skilled work become clear only in the comparison of these varying,
and partially contradictory, demands.
Table 1: guiding questions for the Learning Station Analysis
Category of
Analysis

Constituent questions
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Business and
working
process

Workplace

Subjects and
methods of the
skilled work

Tools/media of
the skilled
work
Organization
of the skilled
work

Requirements
of the skilled
work

Interfaces

Experiences

- The activity field belongs to which business processes?
- Which products are produced?
- Which services are furnished?
- Where do preliminary products come from?
- How are orders accepted?
- Where are the products used in the further process?
- How are processed orders handed over?
- Who is the contracting authority/customer for the service?
- Where is the analyzed workplace located?
- What conditions of light are present?
- What climatic conditions affect the specialists (e.g. warmth, coldness,
radiation, ventilation, gases, vapours, fog, types of dust)?
- In what circumstances do the specialists master their tasks?
- What is worked on in the activity field (e.g. technical products and
processes, services, documentations, control programs)?
- What is the role of the object in the working process (e.g. system guide or
system repair)?
- What processes are used when working on the task (e.g. error tracing,
quality assurance procedure, manufacture, assembly)?
- Which tools and media are used to perform this task (e.g. circuit analyzer,
torque wrench, PC with user software)?
- How is the tool/medium handled?
- Organization of the skilled work (e.g. individual work or group work,
division of labour)?
- Which hierarchies affect the skilled work?
- Which co-operation and borders to other occupational groups and
departments exist?
- Which aspects of colleagues’ cooperation have a unifying effect?
- Which operational requirements have to be fulfilled during the
accomplishment of the task?
- Which demands are posed by the customer?
- Which social requirements play a role?
- Which standards, laws and quality standards are considered?
- Which rules and ‘standards’ does the community of practice require?
- Which relations exist towards other activity fields?
- Which comparisons can be drawn to other analyses of this activity field
that were already accomplished?
- Which things in common/differences exist to other workplaces in the
operation where the same tasks from the same activity field are
mastered?
- Which relationships are there to occupational theory (vocational school)
and/or for ‘vocational basics’ and/or to ‘core competencies’?
- Do training components take place at the analyzed workplace?
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with the
training

- If not, why?
- In which year of apprenticeship are the trainees at this station?
- Is the place suited for youth without attained secondary education and
having no previous vocational knowledge and skills?
- Why, why not?
- How long are they at the station and where were they before/afterwards?
- Which preliminary conditions should the trainees meet?
- What should they learn in the view of the skilled workers at that place?
- Which experiences with trainees/young skilled workers do the skilled
workers have?
- In what way are the trainees supported?
- Do the trainees work ‘normally’ or do they work under separate
instruction (e. g. simulated work processes)?
- What is the level of autonomy expected from a trainee at the end of his
internship at this station? (support/under instruction/under
surveillance/independently)

Analysis category: interfaces
Furthermore the investigation has to be set into a broader context, especially interfaces and
overlaps with other activity fields deserve special attention. As previously mentioned activity
fields are rarely found isolated in practice, they are often linked closely to others, which are
managed by the specialists together with the one under consideration. Results of analyses
concerning the chosen activity fields, which derive from other workplaces, can also be the
subject of critical reflection here.
Analysis category: experience with training
The described analysis is focused on the development of recommendations as to the order,
duration and shape training could have at the analyzed work stations. The experiences of skilled
workers in their interactions with trainees and/or young skilled workers are accordingly of
particular importance.
For the purposes of APPRENTSOD are the entries “experiences with new colleagues”,
“preliminary conditions” and “level of autonomy” of special relevance:


Experience with new colleagues: The answers might reveal relevant weaknesses of
the training system, which clearly won’t be solved by smart propaedeutic measures
but might be part of training schemes.



Preliminary conditions: It strongly increases acceptance of internships of socially
disadvantaged if basic skills (i. e. work security, joining under workshop conditions)
are trained in advance.



Level of autonomy always indicates, what extend of learning outcomes are realistic.
There might be a couple of reasons why the highest level is not reachable (legal
preconditions, need of a lot of experience, etc.) – but this doesn’t lower the potential
added value of the work place for propaedeutic measure; just indicates the realistic
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outcome. Additionally is this scale very valuable to document the achievements of an
individual trainee: The expert/tutor responsible for the station might indicate on a
personal learning sheet how well the trainee performed.
The presented classification scheme with guiding questions for the LSA is merged in table 1 and
designed as a master to guide the investigation. The developed guiding questions offer
suggestions for the investigation. It is not intended that they should be strictly followed question
by question in each investigation, as if they comprised a checklist. The purpose of the guiding
questions is rather to provide suggestions in order to be able to elaborate test results more
purposefully.
3.3.

Execution of the analysis and documentation

The specialists, who are working on the selected workplaces and whose work should be
analysed, should be informed of the topic and aim of the analysis. It has to be made clear to them
that they should follow as close as possible their everyday work: the analysis is not concerned
with ‘performance’, but with the accomplishment of everyday requirements of the skilled
worker. If on the day the analysis is carried out there are no ‘highlights’ in the work observed,
but rather just unspectacular ‘standard work’, this is not problematic for the analysis. It just
reflects normality. The workplaces are visited and tested following the list. On that the skilled
workers are asked, in order to make the” invisible “visible. With the agreement the discussions
should be noted, in order to handle the information abundance. The required time for the analysis
depends on the complexity of the tasks on the concrete workplace. Experience shows that
analysis usually takes between one hour and half of a day
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4. Evaluation
By using the LSA tool we pursue two targets. First, we try to compare the organisation of work
in the learning stations with the tasks to be completed in entry training according to the AF table.
Secondly, we make an effort to document the learning potential of these stations. Through using
the manual described above, data will be available from the results of the interviews with skilled
workers on their workplaces that means the learning potential of each workplace should be easily
identified and presented with the necessary clarity. However, one should initially consider as
well what can be expected of the ‘learning potential’ in relation to individual development in
accordance with vocational training requirements.
For sure ‘potential’ is not a guarantee of ‘learning’, rather it highlights that a situation or context
offers (good) possibilities for substantive learning. In qualification research and professional
education ‘learning potential’ not only has connotations of positive influences at a personal level,
it also highlights in this context the increase of competences in the special subject or task - in the
sense that someone is enabled during the learning process to do something that he or she was not
able to do before. That is, someone who is not able to do something that he will need to do later
in her or his career is not behaving wrongly, he or she is not yet able to perform the required
tasks. That means that the individual should be expected to reach the required level of
performance, in relation to actions and behaviours, not through threats or exhortation, but by
learning to do something in the correct manner. For this purpose the individual is in need of
appropriate learning opportunities and has to take advantage of those opportunities in order to
build up their experience and expertise. Vocational training helps individuals achieve these
goals, but in order to realise this supporting role, those planning vocational training have to know
where all the relevant learning possibilities are located inside the working process. That is what
we mean by ‘learning potential’.
An emerging question is what is the relation between an AF (activity field) and the learning
potential for the traineeship? This question is very simple to answer: if the definition of the AF
and the selection of the learning stations belonging to the AF have been done in a sensible high
quality manner, then each learning station will have learning potential associated with the AF.
The knowledge and ability of the workers active at workplaces which are important and
characteristic for the operation set the norm for the training and competence development of
propaedeutic trainees in order to be prepared to apply for an apprenticeship. If firm-specific AFs
are suitably described (first condition) and the learning stations are correctly selected (second
condition), then the substantive information is available for an arrangement of the learning
stations that is logical for the purpose of competence development.
Here a we touch a topic that frequently leads to a misunderstanding. If we say that a work
process orientated training that involves a different organisation of training results in the
possibility of trainees reaching the standard of skilled workers in chosen activity fields, then one
could doubt the results of a LSA. One could object that a correctly described AF (first condition)
and a learning station selected corresponding to this AF (second condition) only apparently
gives, at first glance, a fitting picture of the learning potential. The reason why a picture could
emerge that is only apparently correct would then be a fault of the investigation-method of the
vocational requirements. One could suppress by the AF-definitions and the LSA oriented to these
definitions the fact that the observed skilled work is actually based on experience and routine of
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many years in order to reach the level of an AF. Thus, in this sense one could not say that the
best AF and the best suitable learning station are enough in order to reach the level of the skilled
work actually exercised, at least in the context of a temporally limited training!
One cannot easily reject this argument. It is true that already from the educational view
something is not correct: the advantage of routine and experience skilled workers have gained
after 5 to 15 years of professional experience can never be caught up in a propaedeutic
traineeship – even if it is organised in the most effective way one can imagine. But this is exactly
the pedagogic argument as to why beginners should get in contact with skilled workers, with
‘masters of their profession’, and learn together with them from the beginning of their training.
Thus, even if it is not possible to become almost as professional as the experts who are working
at this working place following a stay of several weeks at the learning station, the contents that
are important for the profession one can most effectively learn from the people who are adept in
doing important things. A gap between the skills, knowledge and experience of the expert in
what is to be learned and those of even the most capable beginner will still remain. It will shrink
over time as the former trainee becomes more expert at performing skilled work. However, one
can start the learning process of the trainee at the side of an ‘expert’.
The actual argument is, therefore, that it is not the primary task of a process orientated training to
change beginners as quickly as possible into ‘experts’. The LSA acts rather to identify the cores
of competent skilled work that are present at the relevant learning stations according to the AF.
Furthermore, it is the aim of the LSA to bring them into an appropriate order for learning
purposes. For this purpose it is necessary to know the learning potential of all the learning
stations. For example, consider the core work associated with the pinning of plugs. Concerning
this example, one can look how this competence or skill is learned in an effective way. Also one
can detect what kind of prior skills, knowledge and attitudes the trainee has to have in order to
learn effectively in that workplace, for example having a cooperative manner may greatly aid the
learning process, as would already having learned how prepared wiring harnesses are shortened
and how one sets, and in some cases also connects, pins. If a trainee already has these skills he
will be able to cooperate in a test stand where all the cables already laid are tested for function,
insulation and dielectric. A trainee can learn all this from involvement in the work process.
Afterwards the trainee could, for example, move on to maintenance work and learn about fault
diagnosis. In order to be able to do that independently, although someone else may still be taking
ultimate responsibility, the trainee must understand the holistic way systems of fault-finding, the
ordering and order-processing of replacement parts operate as well as being able technically to
complete the task. These systemic and holistic components, which are compiled for the purposes
of individual learning during a LSA according to the AFs, concern the learning potential of all
the working places that are present or can be developed for the traineeship.
In order to organize an effective progression (or flow) through the different learning stations, the
evaluation of the LSA for this purpose must be led by two relevant questions:
- What spectrum of skills does one learn at the particular learning station and what content of
that spectrum is necessary for which upcoming stations?
- What abilities does one have to possess already in order to increase the chances of effective
cooperation here in order to achieve a substantive learning gain?
These two questions have to be answered for each case in a series of learning station analyses.
The initial entry level condition of being able to cooperate at a learning station has to be known
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as well as the expected final level of the knowledge and skills that one should achieve after
performing at a particular learning station. This exit level of skills and knowledge itself can then
be the entry level, and a necessary condition, for working at the next learning station. As a result
at each learning station one needs data on the initial conditions for learning as well as the
learning outcomes that can contribute to the learning conditions for successful completion of
subsequent learning stations.
A comprehensively accomplished LSA in a plant will result in a logical organisation of the
necessary learning steps that can be achieved by a particular progression through different
organisational work processes. The evaluation should therefore take account “of the internal
linkage of all working processes”. Thus it can be examined whether the actual organisation of the
labour process guarantees an orientation close to the AF. Regarding the result of this evaluation
step, it has to be tested if the requirements inherent in the single AFs are found to be present in
the analysed learning stations and can be acquired in the process as a whole. This is because the
requirements for the flow of development-steps of competencies have to align with how trainees
can move through the organisational work processes. With regard to the result of this step of
analysis one has to check then, if the single requirements that are inherent in the AFs and are
present in the analysed learning stations can also be achieved in the process.
Usually the answer to these questions will also depend on the time trainees are able to stay at the
operational workplaces. Clearly one who rushes through a process very quickly will learn little
about the process itself. Later on he will only be able to tell about the things that he has heard
and seen rather than an understanding based upon substantive experience, a rapid progression
through work processes is likely to lead to only a superficial knowledge of ways of working that
exist in the company. On the contrary, it is important for the control of the overall learning
process to have learned in the single steps what is necessary for the upcoming missions in a
technical sense and to gain a developing understanding of the work process as a whole.
The flow through learning stations is guided by a pedagogic rationale, since, for example,
‘pinning’ as ability is needed not just in simple operations but also in very complex work
situations. Thus one will rarely find a learning station inside the company where ‘pinning’ can be
learned at a glance. We should thus regard be aware that the core competences may require
hierarchical structuring because of rising levels of difficulty and increasing amounts of time to
learn. Therefore it makes sense if those less complex component elements of a major task are
learned at an earlier stage. This means that it will make sense to order progression through the
learning stations so that, for example, pinning is mastered before an apprentice arrives at a
learning station involving pinning as part of more complex tasks.
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5. Example: documentation
The documentation is orientated towards the table of analysis categories as shown in table 1
above. The template in Table 2 below is half open, that means in contexts like tools some tools
are identified while others can be added, while in other cases and subcategories entries are prestructured. In any case, however, there is at any time the possibility to offer additional entries
appropriate to the particular case under investigation.

Template for description of workstations
description

workstation

location

profession

allocation

to AF

process

type of product/service
Type of production /
delivery
of
services:
single/small series/ big
series
order- / material acceptance
direct
user
product/service

of

„end“
user
product/service

of

production
performed

steps

already

production steps
specifics of work process
related to the duration of
execution, work process
organisation,
quality
assurance etc.
hall

workplace

illumination/ environment
posture
specifics

objects
methods

&

objects / systems

methods /
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activities
specifics of the execution

tools/ standard material (to tick):

building apparatus:

organisation

employees on place per
shift
employees at range
hierarchy
cycle
shifts
similar building places
Cooperation
specifics

requirements

General
special

interfaces

to AF?
to other places?
to workshop/ professional
theory?
miscellaneous

vocational
training

vocational year / duration

1. learning year / 4 weeks

premises / previous stations

1. work station / basic electric theory knowledge / first practical
exercises in the garage / English (50% of the documents) /
dexterity
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What should they learn?

pertinence of the quality / transparency of the working processes
through frequent manageable duration (from 30 minutes) /
dexterity

specifics
of
training
(individualisation, duration,
timing)
experience with trainees &
young skilled workers
assistance / working tasks
Is the
used?

existing potential

improvement possibilities
number of the trainees per
building place
highest level
autonomy
reachable

of

support

under instruction

under surveillance

independently

Example:
Blueprint Template Electronics Engineer
description

workstation

device manufacture

location

profession

HH / Electronics Engineer

allocation

to AF

AF 2: device manufacture or vary

process

type of aircraft

all

screens / scopes / sections

device of all scopes – single-part production or small seriesproduction (< 10 exemplars)

(internal) supplier

material collocation through factor

order- / material acceptance

request and special material in cases, which gross is from shoe
cases up to packing cases – consumption material in freestock /
cable on rolls

direct purchaser

Final Assembly Line HH

„end“purchaser

Final Assembly Line HH

production
performed

steps

already

-
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production steps

After the selection of a box, the enclosed order (including the
draft of manufacturing) has to be checked. On the basis of the list
which is included in the order, it has to be checked if the provided
materials are complete, as well as somebody has to fetch the
expendable items and the standard materials out of the stock.
The first actual production step is the printing of the conductions
with the aid of a laser. After that, the shrink tubes will be cut into
the right length. By means of a “nailboard”, which is a self-built
aid, the cables will get the right form and the right order. The
cables that are laid on the board can now be trimmed to the
intended length, with the aid of the markings. In the next steps,
the shrink tubes will be wound up and the cable shoes will be
crimped at the end of the cables.
Then the tubes are going to be heated up with a heat gun, so that
they wind themselves tightly along the cables, which have to be
isolated. At the end the cable lace will be fastened at the places,
which are supposed for that and are marked on the board. If it is
necessary, a label will be attached.
Before the despatch of the bunch to the “Final Assembly Line”,
an extensive quality control through the own examiner will take
place. A computer-aided inspection sheet does not only check the
desired stage, but also possible faulty operations, residual electric
currents, the comportment with stress peaks as well as the
isolation.

specifics

In principle free choice of the order – hast orders in red portfolios
have to be put in hand in favoured.
Ongoing card, on which all specifics of the construction have to
be enlist.

workplace

objects
methods

&

1. rejections

2. reworking

3. deviation from
description

4. material

5. operation

6. splitting of

availability

changeover

operation

hall

medium-sized hall with approx. 40 work tables

illumination/ environment

very good conditions

posture

sessile on work tables

specifics

individual work

objects / systems

amongst others toilet illumination, switching unit, lamps, heating
conductor or single special cable looms

methods /
activities

compensation reference documentation and material, crimps, to
mark with laser, mech. Manufacture, to brand, self inspection

specifics

-

tools/ standard material (to tick):
half

automatic

crimp pincers

trimming pincers

torsion

key

(for

cable cutter
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crimp automates
tyrap-pincers
tighten
abscission
binder)

(to
and
the

mechanical
operations)
heat guns (to heat up the
shrinktubes)

shrink tubes

tube shoes

spouts

diode-suppressor

base discs

incandecent lamps

nut

bolts

motor
switch

bus bars

saving wires

grips

liner cuffs

relays

plates

warn markers

protection

rocker switch

building apparatus:
nailboard

miscellanious:

organisation

employees on place per

1

shift

requirements
interfaces

employees at range

40

hierarchy

master – semi-autonomous group speaker/substitute – machine
operator

cycle

1

shifts

2

similar building places

40

cooperation

supplier/ factor, FAL, Programmer of the diagnostic program,
quality assurance

specifics

in general individual work / sole responsibility for the request

General

adherence to delivery dates, flexibility, quality

special

anew quality control by installation into the FAL

to AF?

Nr. 1: cable loom manufacture

to other places?
to workshop/ professional
theory?

law of ohm / conductor features of different materials and
connections / comportment by strain

miscellaneous

vocational
training

vocational year / duration

1. learning year / 4 weeks

premises / previous stations

1. work station / basic electric theory knowledge / first practical
exercises in the garage / English (50% of the documents) /
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dexterity

highest level
autonomy
reachable

of

What should they learn?

pertinence of the quality / transparency of the working processes
through frequent manageable duration (from 30 minutes) /
dexterity

specifics

individual work: trainees are able to take longer / time for
instruction

experience with trainees &
young skilled workers

good, in particular in comparison with workers on temporary
loan

assistance / working tasks

the trainees take an interest in the appreciate work – there is the
possibility, to increase requirements (at first cable looms, than
complex switchboards)

Is the
used?

Yes.

existing potential

improvement possibilities

own places for the trainees

number of the trainees per
building place

1, 4 in the department

support

under instruction

under surveillance

independently
X
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4. Examples of the descriptors of work processes and
learning stations in the selected fields (floristry,
welding, aircraft mechanics, printing)
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Introduction
This chapter provides the examples of descriptors of work processes and learning stations
selected for the design of the curricula for propaedeutic vocational education measures. These
examples were elaborated in the process of testing of the proposed methodical approach. Project
partners selected work processes from the different fields (mechanical engineering, welding,
floristry, printing) and analysed these work processes by applying above described methodical
guidelines. Research of selected work processes was executed by applying interview or focus
group method and involving in this research the experts of work processes – employers,
company trainers or skilled workers, vocational teachers and trainers.
Provided cases consist of two main parts:
1) Introductory description of the occupation, that includes description of the specific
features of work process and competence requirements.
2) Detailed and structured description of the work stations, selected for the designing of
curricula of propaedeutic vocational training measures.
The descriptors of work process and work stations in floristry were prepared by the partners from
Lithuania, welding – by the partners from Spain, aircraft mechanics – by the partners from
Germany and printing – by the partner from Italy.
These materials are recommended to use as example for elaboration of the similar descriptors in
the other occupations.
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Floristry
Suitability of the floristry for the propaedeutic apprenticeship
Floristry presents by itself very creative occupation, opening wide space for the creative and free
mind and imagination. It implies work with the nature and enhances the abilities to recognise and
capture the aesthetic qualities of nature and it’s elements. One of the core features of this work is
improvisation and absence of the repetitive products – every produced bouquet or other
decorative item is original. It ensures high level creative freedom.
However, work with the objects from the nature also requires highly ethical relationships with
the nature and environment. A good florist must feel the nature and it’s aesthetic values, see the
beauty in the nature and strive to preserve and transfer this beauty in the design of the bouquets
and floristic compositions.
Design and production of the bouquets and floristic decorations is also very independent and
individual work.
This work also requires well developed communication skills in dealing with customers, as well
as selling techniques.
Very important factor in the acquisition of skills and competences of floristry is the authority of
the competent master.
Floristry contains different types of occupations (florist-artist, florist – salesman, etc.). The most
common pattern of this occupation consists of the following work processes:
1.
Acceptance and preparation of the order: work with
the customer seeking to define his/her needs and to formulate the order.
2.
Supply and preparation of materials, including the
time planning of the orders of materials, ordering of materials, acceptance of received
materials and assessment of quality of materials, storage of materials and their
preparation for the production of bouquets and decorations.
3.
Execution of the order: design and production of the
frames and frameworks, composition of bouquets and decorations, evaluation of the
quality.
4.
Acceptance of the produced bouquets and decorations
by the customer, including provision of the recommendations about the maintenance and
supervision of the bouquets, invoicing etc.
5.
Production of the bouquets for the selling “from the
counter” (not according to individual orders).
6.
Preparation of the interior of the floristry workshop or
studio: positioning of flowers, bouquets, floristic compositions, demonstration materials.
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Workstation in the floristry: preparation of the order
description

workstation

Preparation of the order for the bouquet or florist
decoration

profession

florist

allocation

to AF

Design and production of bouquets and florist
decorations

process

type of product/service

Bouquets, florist decorations, decoration of rooms,
facilities etc.

Type of production / Single products and orders.
delivery of services:
single/small series/ big
series
order/
acceptance

material Different types depending on the order: the customer
usually place and discuss the order at workshop or
studio. Florist can prepare initial offer concept of
ordered item or decoration. The materials are ordered
in the different ways: part of them are ordered in the
regular way independently from the orders (flowers for
everyday sale and bouquets, auxiliary materials), other
materials are ordered according to order specifications
agreed with the customer (flowers for ordered
bouquets or decorations).

direct
user
product/service

of Specifications of the approved orders are used by the
florists in the execution of the order - production of
bouquets or decorations.

„end“
user
product/service

of

production
steps Preparation of the order and adjustment of the order
already performed
with customer usually is the first work process.
production steps

Preparation of the order starts from the meeting of
customer in the workshop or studio of floristry. Here it
is very important to consider the impact of the interior
of the workshop or study to the impressions of
customer and his/her image of the workshop.
Attractive, well ordered interior of workshop (presence
of different flowers, bouquets) can attract the customer
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and create favourable attitude. Florist can shortly
present the workshop to the customer indicating the
range of produced bouquets and decorations, if there is
a need and the customer is interested. Afterwards the
customer presents his/her needs. By engaging in the
dialogue with the customer the florist obtains the
information on the type of product or service
demanded by the customer and the requirements of
customer on the design and execution of bouquets or
decorations. Florist actively helps to customer in
making his/her needs explicit by providing information
about the types of bouquets and decorations, prices of
flowers and other materials, principles of the
combination of colours, longevity of the “service” life
of bouquets and everyday “supervision”.
Product
samples and catalogues are used in this process. After
the discussion of the type, qualities and price of the
bouquet or decoration the final order is prepared and
transferred for the execution. Usually it is done in
written
form
providing
detailed
technical
specifications of the ordered product. There can be
used different templates (tables, on-line forms) for the
formalisation of the order.

workplace

specifics
of
work
process related to the
duration of execution,
work
process
organisation,
quality
assurance etc.

It is individual work based on the face-to face
discussion with the customer. Duration of the order
preparation can be very different depending on the
type and volume of the order.

hall

Workshop or studio of floristry, can be of different
size.
Illumination is important but not crucial factor. The
style of interior can be important factor to attract the
customers and to persuade them to place the order.
There must be available catalogues, samples of
products and materials and other demonstration
materials. On-line catalogues and IT data bases and
design measures are also widely used.

illumination/
environment

posture

In the process of the setting of the order the florist can
take different postures: standing in discussing with
customer and demonstrating samples, sitting in the
formulation of the order with PC, etc. The posture has
to demonstrate customer orientation and attention to
the customer and his/her needs.
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specifics

objects
methods

Mostly individual work. Working in team is difficult
and not recommended, because it can distract customer
and make the communication with customer more
complicated.

& objects / systems

Design of the bouquets and floristic decorations,
flowers, decoration of the rooms and facilities, artistic
concepts of the bouquets and floristic compositions.

methods /
activities

specifics
execution

Communication techniques, interviewing customers in
preparing the order, techniques of the information
search, work with the on-line catalogues and
databases.
of

the -

tools/ standard material (to tick):
Flowers

Sample bouquets

Catalogues
and Internet databases
albums of bouquets
and flowers (hard
and
software
based)

building apparatus: can be separate space for communication with customer
organisation

employees on place per
shift

1

employees at range

1

hierarchy
cycle

1

shifts

1

similar building places
Cooperation

Individual work, in case of work specialisation (when
the order setting is separated from the execution), the
main cooperation partners are florists producing the
bouquets and decorations (executing orders).

specifics
requirements

General

Comprehensiveness of the order specifications,
adherence of the order specifications to the seasonal
conditions, provision of customer guidance and
information.
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interfaces

special

Creativity and free/open thinking, ability to persuade
the customer to accept competent suggestions, selling
techniques.

to AF?

Defines the specifications for the execution of the
order and quality assurance.

to other places?

Depending on the type of work organisation : in case
of separation between order acceptance and execution
the order is transferred to the executing florists.

to
workshop/ Theoretical knowledge of the botany (esp. flowers),
professional theory?
knowledge of the arts and art history, styles, etiquette,
traditions, etc.
miscellaneous
vocational
training

vocational
duration
premises
stations
What
learn?

year
/

/ Up to 6 months

previous 1. Basic knowledge of botany, flowers, colours,
communication skills, skills for work with PC.

should

they To present the workshop/study and it’s products / to
define customer needs / to consult the customer / to
formulate the order/ to apply the factual knowledge of
botany, arts and other fields, to apply selling
techniques and communication skills.

specifics of training Mostly individual training/learning based on the
(individualisation,
multiple observations of the order preparation process
duration, timing)
executed by the competent florist and then simulation
of this process with competent florist (playing the role
of customer) in the workshop or studio. The learning
in teams is also possible and provides certain
advantages: the apprentices can share their questions
and impressions in discussing the observation of the
work process, they can also analyse the performance
of the simulated order processing of each other
providing their suggestions and recommendations or
can “play” the role of customers in these simulations.
The duration of training can be very different,
depending on the types of the orders performed by the
workshop and the progress of apprentices.
experience
trainees
&
skilled workers

with Existing experience shows, that this work process is
young suitable for the apprenticeship with the propaedeutic
purposes, because it provides comprehensive view of
the occupation of florist, discloses the space for the
creativity in this work, attractive and interesting
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compromises between the creative freedom and
consideration of the customers’ needs. It is also
helpful by permitting the apprentice to feel the power
of the expertise in dealing with customers.
assistance
tasks

/

working Assistance of competent florist is needed in the
simulation of the order processing and in the first
cases of participation in the real order processing.
After the observation of the competent execution of
order setting the florist has to explain this process to
the apprentice and to answer his/her questions.

Is the existing potential Yes
used?
improvement
possibilities

-

number of the trainees 1-2
per building place
highest level of support
autonomy
reachable

under
instruction

under
surveillance

independently

x

Workstation in the floristry: production of the bouquets for the selling “from the counter”
(not according to individual orders)
workstation

Production of the bouquets for the selling “from the
counter” (not according to individual orders)

profession

florist

allocation

to AF

Design and production of bouquets and floristic
decorations

process

type of product/service

Bouquets for selling from the counter

description

Type of production / Single products and orders.
delivery of services:
single/small series/ big
series
order/
acceptance

material Bouquets are produced not according to the order but
for selling from the counter. They can be produced
according to standardised design or based on the
different ideas of florist.
The materials are ordered in the regular way
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independently from the special orders (flowers for
everyday sale and bouquets, auxiliary materials).
direct
user
product/service

of Buyer or customer visiting the floristry studio or
flower shop to buy bouquet directly from the counter.

„end“
user
product/service

of Buyer or customer visiting the floristry studio or
flower shop to buy bouquet directly from the counter.

production
steps There are no core production steps already performed.
already performed
There can be executed certain general preparatory
steps, such as preparation of the workplace for the
production of bouquets.
production steps

Production of bouquet starts from the choice of
materials. There is prepared the list of materials
needed for the bouquet. Afterwards the materials are
taken from the warehouse, or, if needed, are ordered
from the suppliers.
After the reception of flowers and materials from the
suppliuers or warehouse they are checked for the
quality. Sellected flowers and other plants are prepared
for the production of bouquet by debarking, removing
leaves, cutting and shortenning of stems and stalks.
Afterwards there is chosen the technique of
composition of bouquet (spiral, parallel) and the
bouquet is composed. After the composition of the
bouquet there are chosen the accessories of decoration,
such as tassels, ribbons etc. and the bouquet is
decorated. Ready bouquet is deposited in the vessels
and exposed on the counter by ensuring it’s visibility
and possibility to examine it from the different sides.
The florist the calculates the price of the bouquet and
indicates it on the label. The next step us selling to
customer, when the florist or flower salesmen proposes
the bouquet to the customer, explains it’s composition,
transportation conditions, longevity of attractive look,
maintenance and supervision requirements. When the
bouquet is chosen by the buyer and paid, it is
enveloped or packed and handed over to customer.

specifics
of
work
process related to the
duration of execution,
work
process
organisation,
quality

In the most cases it is individual work. Duration of the
production of such bouquets is rather limited but
depends on the type of bouquet (from 15 minutes to
about ½ hour). The quality assurance is performed at
the reception of materials and after the production of
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workplace

assurance etc.

bouquet.

hall

Workshop or studio of floristry, can be of different
size.
High quality illumination is very important – the
facility must ne illuminated from the all sides in order
to ensure clear identification and discerning of colours.
Besides, the room where the bouquets are produced
must be suitably ventilated (scents of flowers). The
production space must include the table with the min.,
length of 1 meter and the height of at least 0,9 m.
Besides, there must be installed the shelves for
materials, vases and other measures.

illumination/
environment

objects
methods

posture

The bouquets are produced in the standing posture.
The posture in the process of selling and
communicating with the customer has to demonstrate
customer orientation and attention to the customer and
his/her needs.

specifics

Mostly individual work.

& objects / systems

Design of the bouquets and floristic decorations,
flowers, artistic concepts of the bouquets and floristic
compositions.

methods /
activities

specifics
execution

Techniques of composition of bouquets, quality
control methods (visual control) in accepting the
materials and checking the quality of produced
bouquet, know-how of positioning of bouquets on the
counters or shelves, communication skills and selling
techniques.
of

the -

tools/ standard material (to tick):
Cut flowers

Dried plants

Decoration
Wires (technical, Glue
materials (ribbons, decorative)
strips,
beads,
strings, etc.)

scissors

shear

Tape
(natural
rubber based)
Knives

pliers

device for
application
of the hot
glue
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vases
building apparatus: can be separate space for communication with customer
organisation

employees on place per
shift

1

employees at range

1

hierarchy
cycle

1

shifts

1

similar building places
Cooperation

Individual work, there can be sharing of work between
the production of bouquets and selling.

specifics
requirements

interfaces

General

Creativity and free/open thinking,

special

Work safety requirements:
- safe work with sharp edged tools;
- safe work with devices for appliance of the hot glue
and electric instruments;
- safe work with wires;
- wearing the pinafore to protect the clothes from
liquid materials;
- avoid using poisonous plants;
- to ensure, that prepred bouquet dos not have any
sharp edges that could hurt the customer.
Environmental requirements:
- avoid using potected plants (protect the nature)
- recycling the organic waste of production
(composting).
Other requirements: ability to persuade the customer
to accept competent suggestions, selling techniques.

to AF?

Defines the specifications for quality assurance.

to other places?

There can be separated work processes and
workplaces of production and selling of bouquets..

to
workshop/ Basic theoretical knowledge of the botany (esp.
professional theory?
flowers), basic knowledge of the arts and art history,
knowledge of technology of production of bouquets,
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practical skills in joining the flowers and other
materials, applying cutting, shearing, gluing tools.
miscellaneous
vocational
training

vocational
duration
premises
stations
What
learn?

year
/

/ Up to 6 months

previous 1. Basic knowledge of botany, flowers, colours,
communication skills, skills for work with PC.

should

they

specifics of training Mostly individual training/learning based on the 4
(individualisation,
stages: 1) multiple observations of the production and
duration, timing)
selling of bouquets executed by the competent florist;
2) assistance in the production and selling of bouquets
by executing different tasks with increasing
complexity and responsibility (preparation of
materials, composing of bouquets, decoration of
bouquets, positioning of bouquets on the shelves,
labelling, price calculation, selling, packaging), 3)
execution of these tasks with the supervision of skilled
florist and, finally, 4) independent execution of tasks.
The learning in teams is also possible and provides
certain advantages: the apprentices can share their
questions and impressions in discussing the
observation of the work process, they can also analyse
the performance of each other providing their
suggestions and recommendations. The duration of
training: 1) the stage of observation should last for 3
weeks (1 week of 5 days x 8 hours); 2) the stage of
assistance should last for 4 weeks, 3) the stage of
work with supervision – 3 weeks; 4) the stage of
independent work - 2 weeks.
experience
trainees
&
skilled workers

assistance
tasks

/

with Existing experience shows, that this work process is
young suitable for the apprenticeship with the propaedeutic
purposes, because it provides ability to acquire basic
special skills needed for the production of bouquets
and creates possibility to get satisfaction for the
achievement of the practical results in this occupation.
working Assistance of the skilled florist is very important in
the all stages of apprenticeship. After the observation
of the competent execution of order setting the florist
has to explain this process to the apprentice and to
answer his/her questions.
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Is the existing potential Yes
used?
improvement
possibilities

-

number of the trainees 1-2
per building place
highest level of support
autonomy
reachable

under
instruction

under
surveillance

independently
x
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Welding
Name: Welding with coated electrode or TIG
Code: FMEC0110
Professional field: Mechanical Engineering
Professional area: Metalworking

Level of professional qualification: 2 – Equivalent Middle Grade
AREAS OF ACTIVITY:
1. Preparation of the material.
2. Metal forming.
3. Installing weld backing.
4. Welding.
5. Verification.
6. Finishing.
7. Packaging.
8. Cleaning.
9. Basic equipment maintenance.
10. Occupational Health and Safety.
1. PREPARATION OF MATERIALS
Preparation of materials for ferric metalworking:
- Types of beams. Definition and application.
- Types of sheet metal. Definition and application.
- Commercial forms.
- Plastic materials and accessories.
- Types of hardware. Definition, characteristics and application.
- Joining techniques. Definition, characteristics and application.
- Forms of transmitting information in a clear and structured manner.
- Order and method in the performance of tasks.

Preparation of metalworking machinery and equipment:
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-

Preparation and operational maintenance of machinery.
Assembly and disassembly of tools, equipment and parts.
Metal forming equipment: operation.
Operating and Maintenance manuals. Preventive and operational.
Safety devices and systems.
Safety regulations.
Most common accidents when using the machinery.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
Active safety systems of the machinery.
Standards for order and cleanliness.

Preparation of welding equipment:
- Description of the components of an arc welding workstation.
- Regulation of welding parameters and intensity.
- Preparation of the machinery:
o Electrical equipment is properly connected, verifying the polarity in the case of a continuous
current and that the ground connection is firmly fixed.

o The electrode holder and ground clamp show no anomalies.
o The welding parameters are appropriate to the type of materials to be welded and the electrode to
be used.

o The equipment and facilities are properly supervised, verifying correct operating
parameters.
- Preparation of the work area, with the materials necessary for the specified welding job:
o Electrodes, rods, gas cylinder, tungsten sharpener and other consumables.
o The consumables are selected according to their function and the materials to be
welded, always identified by their common names.
o The edges to be welded are prepared according to the characteristics and
dimensions of the materials, the consumables to be used and the welding
procedure.
o The consumables are handled and stored correctly at the workstation.
-

Types and choice of electrodes.
Safety devices and systems of the welding equipment.
Safety regulations and norms.
Standards for order and cleanliness.
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Cutting procedures and preparation of edges:
- Measure the pieces. Level the pieces. Cut the sheet metal and beams.
- Prepare the material, equipment, tools, instruments and safety equipment for manual cutting
(plasma and oxy-fuel) and semi-automatic (shears and saw) of sheet metal and beams,
complying with applicable technical specifications, quality standards and OHS plans and
standards.
- Operate the thermal cutting equipment (manual and semi-automatic) to obtain sheet metal
and beams in the specified forms, applying the OHS plan and standards.
- Operate the mechanical cutting equipment to obtain sheet metal and beams in the specified
forms, applying the OHS plan and standards:
o Select the cutting equipment and tools necessary according to the characteristics
of the materials and the standard of quality required:
– Get the equipment ready, selecting the appropriate parameters.
– Verify that all tools and equipment is in optimum condition for use.
– Execute the cut with the required standard of quality.
– Comply with all safety standards during cutting, using the appropriate
Personal and Collective Protection Equipment established in the OHS plan
and standards.
– Identify, or where applicable, relate possible defects and their possible
causes.
– Clean the surface of the cut and verify that the dimensions of the pieces are
within established “tolerances”.
– Clear the work area, collecting all materials and equipment used.
- Operate the automatic cutting equipment using numerical cutting controls to obtain sheet
metal and beams meeting the corresponding technical specifications, applying the OHS plan
and standards.
- Standards for order, cleanliness and safety.
2. METAL FORMING
Knowing how to draw the piece (weld drawing).
Basic machining operations for metal forming and welding:
- Phases of the machining process.
- Procedures for rolling, levelling, bending and folding of sheet metal and beams.
- Bend allowance and angle of folding sheet metal and beams.
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- Oxy-acetylene welding procedures: handling of welding torch, welding methods,
preparation of edges and welding techniques.
- Arc-welding procedures: handling of holder, welding methods and techniques.
- Manual equipment. Description. Operation. Applications.
- Optimising resources.
- Automatic machinery. Description. Operation. Applications.
- Verification of pieces.
- Maintenance of work area.
- OHS standards.
Basic assembly operations of ferric metalworking products:
- Assembly plans. Identify the dimensions and characteristics of the required forms.
- Assembly process. Position and fix the sheet metal or beam using the appropriate support
devices as necessary, guaranteeing the degree of precision and quality of finishing required.
Pointing. Levelling. Squaring.
- Locate the points and surfaces of reference of the sheet metal or beam.
- Means for fixed and removable unions.
- Performance of fixed and removable unions.
- Verification of products. Identify, or where applicable, relate possible defects and their
possible causes.
-

Maintenance of work area in accordance with applicable standards for order and cleanliness.
OHS standards and norms during assembly.
Use of equipment safety devices and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
Maintenance of work area.

3. INSTALLING WELD BACKING
Consists of installing the ceramic weld backing correcting in order to proceed with welding.

4. WELDING
The activity during welding consists in accompanying the welder, providing support, bringing
tools, materials etc. Assisting in purging areas.
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Activity of the Welder:
To perform arc welding operations with coated electrode or tungsten inert gas welding (TIG)
according to the specifications of the welding procedure (WPS) and complying with OHS
standards and norms:
- The WPS and welding symbols are interpreted according to applicable norms.
- Preheating, post-weld and between weld pass temperatures applied to the materials are as
specified.
- The sequence of the welding is specified and the equipment is monitored to ensure correct
operation during welding.
- Welding is performed taking into account the relevant characteristics of the materials and in
compliance with established quality specifications (dimensions, surface appearance,
transition with the base metal, deformations, etc.).

5. VERIFICATION
Consisting of the verification of measurements, confirming that everything is correct.

6. FINISHING
Post-weld cleaning: for stainless steel. This consists of applying an acid to the piece to remove
black heat tint after welding.
Brushing the piece: removing slag, waste material produced by welding.
Polish the piece: for stainless steel. This consists of sanding with different grades and passes.
This is a painstaking process that can take a lot of time.

7. PACKAGING
Transport of ferric metalworking products:
- Packaging products: types, characteristics, applications.
- Supports and means of securing the product.
- Procedures for packaging products.
- Handling of packaged product.
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-

Safety measures for transport.
Procedures for securing ferric products.
Procedures for unloading and unpacking products.
OHS standards during product handling and transport.

8. CLEANING
Clean the work area. Inspect the securing points of the pieces and grind out any marks which
may remain.

9. BASIC EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Air blast cleaning: procedures to clean equipment with air.
Verify the condition of electrical cables.
Change filters in extractor systems.
Replace liquid refrigerant for cutting tools.
Lubrication of tools and equipment.

10. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): Verification of gloves, goggles, boots, ear plugs, apron,
face shield and helmet.
Collective Protective Equipment (CPE: extractors and protective panels to isolate welders.

Workstation : welders’ assistant
Description

workstation

Location

profession

Assistant welder of metal structures

Allocation

to AF

Metalworking and finishing

Process

type of product/service

Metal pieces
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Type of production /
delivery of services:
single/small series/ big
series
order/
acceptance

Small series

material The order reaches the shop manager from an external
company.

direct
user
product/service

of

A shipyard

„end“
user
product/service

of

A shipping line

production
steps
already performed
production steps

1.

Design by Engineer

Design by Engineer
Assembly by Master boilermaker + assistant
Welding by the Welder
Verification of the piece by the supervisor.

specifics of work
process related to the
duration of execution,
work process
organisation, quality
assurance etc.
Workplace

Objects and
methods

hall

Warehouse

illumination/
environment

Electric and natural light

posture

Any posture except sitting or with hands in pockets

specifics

A crane is required

objects / systems

Connection to electrical power system

methods /
activities

TIG/ Coated electrode / MIG-MAG

specifics
execution

of

the

tools/ standard material (to tick):
Grinder
Wrenches

Square

Level

File
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Punch
Rasp
Sheet metal

Hammer

Brush

Beams

Pipes

building apparatus:
Shears
Band saw
Oxy-fuel cutter

Plasmas

organisation

Nº of employees on
location per shift
Employees available
Chain of command

requirements

Cycle
Shifts
Similar construction
locations
Cooperation
Specific aspects
General

interfaces

Special
For the activity

Other locations?
To a workshop /
professional?

Press Break

vocational
training

Installations / previous
facilities
What should the
apprentice learn?

Pick

Roller

Universal
metal shears

Beam bending
machines
20
20
Assistant - Official- Foreman/Supervisor- EngineerDirector
1 shift
5 or 6
All work is cooperative
Work is performed in teams
Meet specifications for schedules, quality according
to applicable standards
The quality standards are specific to each sector
With the machining shop: there are many pieces that
must be machined and pass through this area before
welding
There is relation with:
-

Various
Year / duration

Chisel

the warehouse to collect materials
subcontracted auditing companies
subcontracted engineering companies
subcontracted painting companies

4 week apprenticeship
Warehouse
In 4 weeks, the apprentice should learn:
-

To prepare the necessary materials
Assist in assembling pieces (levelling,
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-

pointing)
Make basic outlines
OHS standards (the company gives a basic
safety course).

Specific aspects of the
An apprentice is always with one or more
training (individual
supervisors, who take turns.
work, duration,
schedules)
The apprentice will be in the workshop 8 hours/day.
Experience with
Where there are others, yes
students and young
workers with experience
Tasks of assistant /
Before welding:
work
- Prepare the materials
- Metalworking
- Installing weld backing
After welding:
-

highest level of
autonomy
reachable

Performing up to
potential?
Possibility of
improvement
Number of students per
location
Support

Verifying dimensions.
Finishing.
Packaging
Cleaning
Basic equipment maintenance

Depends
Yes
6 students/year (not together, in 3 different periods)
Under
instruction

Under
supervision

Independently

X
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Aircraft mechanics (Airbus Bremen)

Work process - production of metallic components for aircraft or ground support
equipment.
Aircraft mechanics produce components for the structure of the aircraft (e.g.: stringers, cuts, skin
plates) including the equipment (e.g.: Hydraulic lines) according to the valid construction
specifications, standards and concretizing rules. In addition, they produce components for ground
support equipment. The bases for the production of the varying components are plates, steel
strips or semi-finished products. After careful planning, processing takes place predominantly
via the application of cutting or (re-)forming procedures (e.g., sawing, filing, cutting of interior
or external thread drills (e.g. with hydraulic cables)). Manual and mechanical manufacturing
procedures are used. The manual procedures take place using not only the technical designs but
partially with the help of devices such as contour templates. In particular during the process of
elaboration of large plates before the execution of reforming manufacture processes a heat
treatment is necessary to increase the level of reformation / the strain. Heat treatments
additionally are used for changing material properties. Since in the aircraft construction it is of a
central importance that the weight of the used components is as low as possible the wall
thicknesses are optimized for a lot of components (e.g. by chemical abrasion) of material or
surface milling. The marking of these components as well as the quality inspection and the
documentation of orders are integrative elements of this activity field. The quality inspection
already occurs during the production process (e.g. for cracks during forming). Damaged parts are
repaired or replaced – depending upon the degrees of damage. Recurring faults, that are not yet
documented, are additionally reported to the responsible design department. The task ends with
the further transport or the preparation of the further transport of the finished components.
Work process - joining and dissolving of structure components and aircraft airframes
Complex structure components and structure assemblies (e.g. Landing flap commands, shell
elements or bearing area structures) and whole aircraft-airframes are produced out of single
components. For this purpose the single parts or components have to be selected out of most
varying materials on the basis of technical information. The operational funds needed for joining
must be selected likewise. During the process of adaptation and joining the given gap and profile
sizes have to be kept. For joining major components, the major components must be transported,
lifted and positioned as well. A main topic of the joining processes in the aircraft construction is
the manual and mechanical setting of rivets. Depending upon material, combination of materials
(e.g. mixed construction of metal and composite) and stress different rivets are used (e.g. hi-lok,
lock bolt or hi-shear). For the preparation of a rivet joint holes and lowerings are produced and
sealants are applied on the joining areas. Apart from riveting with rivet hammer or rivet press
there are also automated production systems used for riveting at standardized components
manufacturing plants. As further joining processes there are used screwed connections, safety
elements according to aviation standards and splicing tapes as well as most varying welding
methods (e.g. laser-welding and friction agitating welding) in order to connect assemblies. Also
the liaison methods and processing at these procedures depend on material, material combination
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and stress of the component. Some further processing steps must be accomplished at the finished
assemblies (e.g.: Stems of tons, position and measure from grounds). The connections that are
established in the context of this task of work are subject to a permanent inspection. If defective
connections are determined, then an immediate exchange occurs. In addition the actual
connection is first solved and then replaced afterwards by a new connection. In the maintenance
and repair the solving is accomplished with the disassembly of structure components. Due to
adjustment and optimization work this part of the task of work is important in addition, for the
first assembly. Since the solving of structure components in most of the cases doesn’t occur
without deconstruction it requires much experience of the skilled worker that no unnecessary
damage occurs at the components. The documentation of the orders, the gap and profile sizes and
possible construction deviations ranks likewise among this activity field. After conclusion of the
joining processes the surface of the components must be protected. This work procedure is
accomplished depending upon Labour Organization independently as another activity field or
directly after conclusion of the joining work.
Workstation: production of small components
Designation

Learning station

Small components

Location
Classification

Occupation
to Activity
(AF)

Bremen / Aircraft Mechanic

Sections / Divisions /
Specialist groups
(Internal) Supplier

component manufacturing

Process
environment

Field 4 (Tightening and loosening of structural
components), 5 (Assembly and disassembly of
equipment and systems in / on the airframe), 6
(Functional testing and adjustment work on
aircraft)
aircraft type(s)
particularly A 330 / A 340 / A 380 / but also other
aircraft types

various (changing) suppliers for smaller aircraft
components

The logistics center arranges dollies with the
Acceptance
of
corresponding components according to the order.
material and order
Immediate customer

track assembly, equipment wing and flap

„End“customer
Prior process steps

Toulouse
See supplier
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Interfaces
in
process
Special features
Process steps
Differentiated
description

Workplace

Organisation

the Surface protection, quality assurance

In addition to the assembly of the flap carriage in this department a
multitude of works is carried out, which can be characterized less by
special components, but rather by the methods used there. There are
various bushings and bearings fitted in different small components as well
as repairs to small components and wear parts replaced (bushings /
bearings). Furthermore ribs for the flap structure are produced completely.
The fitting of bushings and bearings is done by chipless forming and metalcutting. On the one hand bushings/bearings are fitted in pressing
connections by being frozen (shrunk) previously or getting fit by spinning
operations (chipless forming). On the other hand, the fitting dimensions
(interference fit) in the honing machine (metal-cutting) is sized on the
installation dimension. Another method to connect bearings / bushings to
the structural components is caulking (stretching of the material at the
bearing ends) with the appropriate Müller press.
The repairing work in the department substantially relates to the same
duties. Faulty and worn bearings/bushings are removed, inspected and
replaced/repaired
if
necessary.
For rib construction, following processes are applied: nut plates are drilled
and set, Hi-Lok connections are created, various angles and holders are
drilled and riveted to the rib.
The assembly workstation of the flap carriage is the only construction place
in the department, where the same component is produced always. It
includes the installation of bearings bolted with torque and secured with
cotter pin.
Hall
20a
Lighting,
Bright. No noisy area. When dealing with primer
Environment
and sealant, protection measures must be taken
into account.
Posture
Special features
Group work?
Colleagues in place
per shift
Colleagues in sector
Command structure

Standing and sedentary activity
Partly Autonomous Groups (TAG)
20
46
Section coordinator, group spokesman, employee
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Cycle / Stations

Shifts
Congeneric
assembling places
Special features

Building
elements
methods

Besides the station, where flap carriages are
produced, single workstations at workbenches and
tool machines are dominant in the department.
1
A subset landing flap (Hall 5) has similarities.
However, there parts are not frosted, rolled and
caulked.
There is a variety of different und changing
building elements on bench- and machine work.

Components,
Connectors, brackets, nuts, div. components for
& assemblies, materials, assembling
systems
Methods / operations Production/assembling of small components to
construction documents. Chipless forming and
metal-cutting. Operate box column drills, honing
machines, presses and frost systems.
Special features
Due to the multitude of different components,
there is a corresponding number FeMis.

Tick/ Complete below:
Pneumatic Tools:

Measuring
equipment:
Steel Gauge

X

Feeler gauge

X

X
X

Cement
mixing X
machine
assembling tool
X
Korbsenker
X

dial indicator
Collar gauge

X
X

X
X

Folder
Brush

X
X

Hi-Lok gauge
Templates

X
X

X

clamps
Recoilless Hammer
Graters
Detergents
Quickloks

X
X
X
X

Calliper gauge

X

hand drills (90°, 45°, X
30°, 180°, angleangle)
Hi-Lok take-off unit
X
Revolver drill
Take-off unit for
welding studs
Hi-Lite take-off unit
Pneumatic
screwdrivers
Rivet head mill

Supplement:
Torque wrench

Tools/Expendable
materials:
Hand belt sander

X
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Hand lever press
Hydraulic press
Box column drill
Boom drill

Jointers
Countersink
Special drills
Aluminium bolts
Adhesive rolls
Wooden spatula

FeMis

Jig /FeMis/BeMis:
Special Requirements

Interfaces

To AFs?
At
other
places?

X
X
X
X
X
X

Frost system

Producing and assembling of press fits: Spinning
operations, caulking and freezing as well as
working on the honing machine requires special
knowledge/experiences.
11 (quality control)
learning Track construction

To Training workshop / Exercises, including assembly activities and
professional theory?
working on tool machines (box column drill, hand
lever press).
Courses, teaching read of complex drawings and
orders as well as dealing with manuals.
Others
Education

Training year / duration 2nd to 3rd training year / 3 weeks
Requirements
/
previous stations
What should they learn
here? / learning targets
Special features
Experiences
with
trainees and / or young
crafters
Support
tasks

/

Basic knowledge of metalworking, drawing read,
motivation.
Dealing with the specific tools, techniques and
materials.
Very good experience in recent years. The trainees
are motivated and work very independently, which
causes very good learning success.

Working In advance, official safety training is performed.
The sequences are shown to the trainees and
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depending on the assessment of their abilities work
will be transferred to them. Due to the various
orders the trainee’s task must be continuously
attuned with the ABB.
The trainees may be entrusted with all relevant
tasks at the construction place, except for the work
on the honing machine and the Müller press. The
repair works are not covered by trainees. According
to regulation, these operations should only be
carried out by staff with specific training and
appropriate certification.
Experience with BFE / The assignment of an ABB for the care of the
FES
trainees is deemed very positive.
Number of ABB in the 1
area
Possible number of Max. 2 trainees, ideally 1 trainee
trainees
per
construction site
Others
Is the learning potential Yes, except for honing machine, Müller press und
available used?
particularly repairs.
Improvement
opportunities

None

highest level support
of autonomy
reachable

under
instruction

under
surveillance

independently

X

Workstation: production of the outer landing flap
Designation

Learning station

A318 OF (outer landing flap)

Location
Classification

Occupation
to Activity
(AF)

Bremen / Aircraft Mechanic
Field 4 (Tightening and loosening of structural
components)
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Process
environment

Aircraft type(s)
Sections / Divisions /
Specialist groups
(Internal) Supplier

Acceptance
order/material

A318 /A 319 / A320
Production of landing flaps
Varel (milled parts), Nordenham (end caps), Stade
and Augsburg (CFRP-parts as ribs, spars, nose
caps and wing skins), Bremen: subgroups item
production (sheet metal parts) subgroups structural
assembly and equipment ( )

of The logistics centre arranges dollies with the
corresponding components according to the order.
Large components are retrieved from the
component stock. Standard parts (rivets, Hi Lok,
etc.) are taken from the freestock.

Immediate customer

Chester (structural equipment)

„End“customer
Hamburg (A 318/319) and Toulouse (A320)
Prior process steps
See suppliers
Interfaces
in
the Riveting machine, painting, measuring station
process
Special features

Process steps
Differentiated
description

Due to the high number of units, work tasks repeat
frequently.

Cycle 1: After the acceptance of an order the completeness of the dolly is
controlled and the indicators of parts of the CFRP-components are
documented. The spars, ribs, tracks and various angles are inserted into the
device according to the construction documents, aligned and drilled with
drilling templates, lowered and then dismantled, deburred and cleaned. If
the components are deburred, they are reassembled, activated (chemical
roughening of the surface), cemented and connected with Hi Loks. In the
next step, the subplating gets aligned on the spar-rib frame and pre-drilled
with a drilling template, then drilled out, reamed and lowered. The
planking gets removed, cleaned, deburred and then reassembled with the
spar-rib frame and firmly connected with Hi Loks and weld studs. The final
spar is aligned and tacked. Then the flap is removed from the jig and
brought to the final work station of the first cycle. Here the tacked spar is
cut to size (ends are grinded), the gaps between spar and ribs are analyzed
and if necessary corrected with shim plates. After that the spar is drilled
with a template and again dismantled, cleaned, deburred. Finally activated,
cemented and connected with Hi Loks respectively weld studs. After the
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self-test, the flap is brought to the construction site of the second cycle.
Here too, the completeness of the dolly is controlled and the indicators of
parts of the CFRP components are documented, then the flap is inserted in
the jig. The header planking is positioned, drilled and tacked to the flap.
The planking is lowered, nose caps are adjusted, drilled and fixed. The end
edge is placed under and also aligned, drilled with a template and tacked.
All parts which were matched last are again dismantled and deburred,
cleaned and minor paint work is done in the spar-rib frame (corrosion
protection). After a self-monitoring has taken place, the components are
provided with cement, put back together and transported to the automatic
riveters for further processing (drilling and riveting). From the automatic
riveters the flap is brought to the final workstation of the second cycle.
Here, the driving arm is installed first and the reaming protection plate is
applied (drilling, lowering, deburring, cementing and riveting). The
remaining riveting work is carried out and all rivets are checked on their
dimensional accuracy and, if necessary, rivet pins are milled flat. In the
area of the tracks, a bearing is fitted and the bolted connections are
tightened with a torque wrench. After measuring the resistance (continuity
test), a final self-test is performed and the flap is passed on to the PVS.

Workplace

Organisation

Hall
Lighting,
Environment

2
Noisy area, processing of CFRP. Noise and
suction of CFRP chips must be taken into account.

Posture

Standing and sedentary activity

Special features

Due to lack of space, jig and final workstation of
cycle 1 and 2 are far apart.

Group work?
Colleagues in place
per shift
Colleagues in sector
Command structure

Partly Autonomous Groups (TAG)
2 Colleagues

Cycle / Stations
Shifts

2
2

46 Colleagues
Section coordinator, group spokesman, employee
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Building
elements
methods

Congeneric
assembling places

The construction sites of the A 318 OF show
analogies to all other flaps, but which differ in
size, number of units of the landing flap and
materials used (CFRP and aluminium parts).

Special features

In order to manage the high numbers of units in
each cycle, it is worked at several (three?)
identical jigs at one time.

Components,
Tracks, End rib, edge (Alu)
& assemblies, materials, Planking ribs, spars, nose cap (CFRP)
systems
Driving arm, bearing
Methods / activities
Structural assembly: Upgrading, aligning and
joining (drilling, deburring, lowering, cementing,
various rivet and screw connections are
established). Checking for construction deviations
and visual inspection of riveted joints.
Special features

In the drilling of mixed packages the different
material properties must taken into account.
The variety of standard components (rivets, etc.)
requires accurate knowledge, since the use of the
wrong standard parts can cause damage to the
landing flap.

Tick/ Complete below:
Pneumatic Tools:

Measuring
equipment:
Steel Gauge

X

Feeler gauge

X

X
X

Cement
mixing
machine
assembling tool
X
Counterbore
X

Dial indicator
Collar gauge

X
X

X

Folder
Brush

X
X

Hi-Lok gauge
Templates

X
X

X

clamps

X

Calliper gauge

X

hand drills (90°, 45°, X
30°, 180°, angleangle)
Hi-Lok take-off unit
X
Revolver drill
Take-off unit for
welding studs
Hi-Lite take-off unit
Pneumatic
screwdrivers
Rivet head mill

Tools/Expendable
materials:
Hand belt sander

X
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Recoilless
Graters
Detergents
Quickloks
Jointers
Countersink
Special drills
Aluminium bolts
Adhesive rolls
Wooden spatula

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Jig/FeMis/BeMis:

Jig

Special Requirements

Reading of complex drawings
Quality awareness

Interfaces

To AFs?
At other
places?

Drilling
template

11 (quality control)
learning All learning stations in the flaps production are
similar in the core

To
Training Structure course "skin box", basic training fasteners
workshop
/ light metal, CFRP course
professional theory?
Others

Education

Training
duration

year

requirements
previous stations

What

should

/ 2nd and 3rd training year
/ Dealing with common tools and materials /
standard parts. Structure course "skin box", basic
training fasteners light metal, CFRP course
they - Practically apply and deepen knowledge which
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learn here? / learning was gained In the training workshop
targets
Working in a team / integrating into the group
work.
Quality-conscious and independent work
Special features
Experiences
with Only good experience. Trainees are motivated and
trainees and / or work largely independently after incorporation
young crafters
("controlled" autonomy).
Support / Working Processes are shown to the trainees and they do all
tasks
incidental work.
Experience with BFE ABB since recently only and therefore no
/ FES
experience
Number of ABB in 6 ABB
the area
Possible number of 1 trainee
trainees
per
construction site
Others
Due to the high number of units, the trainees can
follow the complete production of a landing flap
within a week.
Is
the
learning Yes
potential
available
used?
Improvement
No suggestions as too new in the position of ABB.
opportunities
highest level of support
autonomy
reachable

under
instruction

under
surveillance

independently

X
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Printing

Field activity: Bindery – storehouse
Job: cutting
Collocation of the working activity in the working flow: working activity complementary to
the printing area and responsible of the right supplying of the paper storehouse (types of paper
and format) this professional job is also responsible of the bindery activities of the printed
product.
TYPE OF SEMIFINISHED PRODUCT
Printed sheets in the commissioned format.
SEMINIFINISHED PRODUCT PROVENIENCE
The printed sheet comes from the printing area placed on pallets.
INDICATIONS GIVEN AT THE RECEPTION OF THE SEMIFINISHED PRODUCT
The indications are given from the order responsible (tecnical office) and are written on the
project paper of the order. The project paper contains the technical caracteristics of the
semifinished, the global working flow and all the useful information about the semifinished. It
follows each working activitiy in every passage.
INDICATIONS GIVEN TO THE WORKER FOR THE PACKAGING (THE
FOLLOWING WORKING ACTIVITY)
The project paper describe the order with the technical caracteristics of the product and with the
operative indications of the different phases. It follows each working activity in every passage.
It is the editorial product binded and finished and given to the storehouse for the packaging
activity.
ATTITUDES:
Preparation for working in standing
KNOWLEDGE:



Knowledge written code of the project paper
Knowledge of the different types of the editorial products; paper size; paper printeg
sheets
 Knowledge of the moving machines: power control, load capacity
 Kwowledge of the capacity criteria and the moving procedures
 Knowledge of the cutting machines: power control, load capacity, settings
PROFESSIONAL DELEVOPMENTS: /
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY FIELDS
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1st activity field
Title:
Reception of the order with the project paper given by the technical office
Tasks: reading and comprehension
Method: reading and comprehension of the technical information
Ability level: low
Liability level: medium
Prerequisites:
Knowledge of written code of the project paper
Knowledge of the different types of the editorial products; paper size; paper printeg sheets
Learning of prerequisites:
On the field by tile (one week)
Or previously acquisited by:
Short vocational or working experiences in the printing and binding fields
2nd activity field
Title:
Taking charge of the semifinished
Tasks: pallet’s transport from the printing area to the bindery area.
Product: semifinished made from the printing area positioned on the pallets.
Instruments: transpallet.
Method: identify the instrument more suitable to the transport
Organization: receipt and check of communication of the printing area
Check of the pallet (number and quantity) and caracteristics of the semifinished.
Setting and use of the transportations and reporting.
Positioning of the pallets for the following working activity.
Ability level: low.
Liability level: low.
Prerequisites :
Knowledge of the caracteristics of the transportation, knowledge of the moving machines: power
control, load capacity.
Knowledge of the loading criteria and the moving procedures.
Learning of the prerequisites:
On the field by tile (one week).
Or previously acquisited by:
Short experiences in the storehouse area.
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3rd activity field:
Title:
Setting of the cutting machine
Tasks: setting of the cutting machine
Instruments: cutting machine
Method: reading of the technical office order, setting the size cutting area.
Organization: setting of the semifinished/ preparation of the pallet.
Ability level: high
Liability level: high
Prerequisites:
Knowledge of the caracteristics of the cutting machine, knowledge of the moving machines:
power control, load capacity.
Knowledge of the paper format and types of paper.
Learning of the prerequisites:
On the field by tile (8 weeks).
Or previously acquisited by:
Short vocational or working experiences in the printing and binding fields.
4th activity field
Title:
Conformity check of the measurement
Tasks: insert of the semifinished and loading of the cutting machine.
Product: cutted sheets following the indications of the tecnichal office.
Instruments: cutting machine.
Method: mesaurement check of the first cutted sheets and comparison with the tecnichal
indications written on the paper project.
Organization: setting of the semifinished, of the receiving pallet, after the cutting activity and
possible correction of the cutting settings.
Ability level: high.
Liability level: high.
Prerequisites:
Knowledge of the caracteristics of the cutting machine, knowledge of the moving machines:
power control, load capacity.
Knowledge of the paper format and types of paper.
Knowledge of the caracteristics of the graphic product and of the specifics given from the
tecnical office.
Learning of the prerequisites:
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On the field by tile (8 weeks)
Or previously acquisited by:
Short vocational or working experiences in the printing and binding fields.
5th activity field
Title:
Cutting/ trimming procedures.
Tasks: starting of the cutting machine.
Product: cutted sheets following the indications given by the tecnical office.
Instruments: cutting machine.
Method: surveillance during the working machine, periodical check of the enter and exit of the
sheets.
Organization: surveillance.
Ability level: high.
Liability level: high.
Prerequisites:
Knowledge of the caracteristics of the cutting machine, knowledge of the moving machines:
power control, load capacity.
Knowledge of the paper format and types of paper.
Knowledge of the caracteristics of the graphic product and of the specifics given from the
tecnical office.
Learning of the prerequisites:
On the field by tile (4 weeks)
Or previously acquired by:
Short vocational or working experiences in the printing and binding fields.
6th activity field
Title:
Setting of the pallet for the packaging
Tasks: sheets collection.
Product: cutted sheets following the indications given by the tecnichal office.
Instruments: wood pallets received from the printing area.
Method: collection of the sheets on the basis of the caracteristics that the final graphic product
must have.
Organization: setting of the pallet following the quantity of sheets.
Ability level: low
Liability level: low
Prerequisites:
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Knowledge of the caracteristics of the transportation, knowledge of the moving machines: power
control, load capacity.
Knowledge of the loading criteria and the moving procedures.
Learning of the prerequisites:
On the field by tile (1 week).
Or previously acquisited by:
Short working experience in the stocking area.
7th activity field
Title: setting of the sheets for the printing area.
Tasks: starting of the cutting machine.
Product: cutted sheets following the indications of the tecnical office.
Instruments: cutting machine.
Method: surveilance during the automatic cutting procedure, periodical check of the enter and
exit of the sheets.
Organization: surveilance.
Ability level: medium.
Liability level: medium.
Prerequisites:
Knowledge of the caracteristics of the cutting machine, knowledge of the moving machines:
power control, load capacity.
Knowledge of the paper format and types of paper.
Knowledge of the caracteristics of the graphic product and of the specifics given from the
tecnical office.
Learning of the prerequisites:
On the field by tile (4 weeks).
Or previously acquired by:
Short vocational or working experiences in the printing and binding fields.
8th activity field.
Title:
Procedures of the paper warehouse management.
Tasks: stocking and check of the caracteristics of the paper storage.
Product: paper pallets.
Instruments: moving machines.
Method: pallets movement / surveilance of the paper storage.
Organization: periodical surveilance.
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Ability level: low.
Liability level: low.
Prerequisites:
Knowledge of the caracteristics of the transportation, knowledge of the moving machines: power
control, load capacity.
Knowledge of the loading criteria and the moving procedures.
Learning of the prerequisites:
On the field by tile (1 week).
Or previously acquired by:
Short working experience in the stocking area.

Workstation
Description
location
allocation
Process

Workstation
profession
to AF
Type of
product/service
Type of production

Order/material
acceptance
Direct user of
product/service
“End” user of
product/service
Production steps
already performed

Graphic Offset Printing and bindery
Production of printing of Little and médium format/size

Warehouseman
Customer
Creation of the working flow
Creation of the graphic proposal to show
Acceptation of the proposal and creation of the
executive work
Creation of printing plate and blueprint
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Emmission of the “Visto si stampi”
….
Printing activity
Binding activity
…..

Production steps
specifics of work
process related to the
duration of execution,
work
process
organisation, quality
assurance etc.

workplace

Objects &
methods

Hall
Illumination/environm
ent
Posture
Specifics
Objects/ systems

Paper size cutting and bindery of the graphic product
- Entering og the paper size
- Cutting machine settings
- Cutting machine
- Delivering printing to the bindery

Industrial hall
Natural and artificial light
The work is done in standing position and moving
Sometimes it is necessary to use a “transpallet” for
moving the paper sheets
Electrical network correctly dimensioned

methods/ activities
Specifics of the
execution
Tools / standard material (to tick)
Cutter
Meter
Flows
Working shoes

Building apparatus
Cutting Machine
Organisation

Transpallet

Emplyees on place per
shift
Employees at range
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Requirements
Interfaces

Vocational
training

Hierarchy
Cycle
Shifts
Similar building place
Cooperation
Specifics
General
Special
To AF?

To other places?
To workshop
/profesional theory?
Miscellaneous
Vocational year /
duration
Premises /previous
stations
What shouls they learn?

Holder – Chief order– Worker
2 shifts
/
It is normally an individual work
Precision, manual liability,
Paper types
The cutter receives the working sheet with all the
indications from the tecnical office, following the
specifics given, he cuts the paper size to send to the
printing activity.
When the product is printed, he makes its bindery
/
Graphic Tecnology (paper format, paper types, paper
storage, etc…)
8 weeks of practice
Knowledge of the paper size, of the types of papers,
precision
In 8 weeks he/she should learn to::
-

Working of the cutting machine
Types of papers
Types of papers size

specifics of training The learning method will be the tile in every working
activity.
(individualisation,
duration, timing)
experience with trainees
&
young
skilled
workers

Ten years

Assistance / working
tasks

The activity of trainee will have specifics training
moments, gradual experimentation of the different
activities in order to make the practical development
of the skills developed in autonomy.

Is the existing potential
used?

Improvement
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possibilities
Number of the trainees
per building place
highest level of Support
autonomy
reachable

Under
instruction
X

Under
surveillance

Independently
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